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1. Version History
Version
No.

Activity

2.1

Initial
results
(drivers, transport IRU
operators,
SSTPA
operators
and
shippers)
Review based on comments and ESPORG
conclusions of the results from partners

2.2
2.3
2.4

Partner

Addition of female drivers’ survey Panteia
report
Addition of insurance companies’ Panteia
survey report
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2. Glossary
HGV: Heavy Goods Vehicles
SSTPA: Safe and Secure Truck Parking Area
TPA: Truck Parking Area
EC: European Commission
DKV: Mean of payment for fuels and other expenditures (Deutscher
Kraftverkehr)
CCTV: Closed-circuit television
PA: Per annum
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3. Scope of the survey
The Survey task (task 2) includes a survey in the field of safe and secure truck
parking of the following stakeholders:
Interviewed stakeholders
Truck drivers (including a focus analysis on female drivers)
Transport companies
Shippers
Truck parking owners
Insurance companies

Input was collected by distributing questionnaires that were tailored to these
target groups.
As a start to prepare these questionnaires, surveys held under earlier projects
on SSTPAs and vehicle crime were investigated and used to draw up
questionnaires with relevant questions, adding to the existing knowledge.
The general aim of carrying out this survey was to define the needs and
requirements of the various stakeholders and users of safe and secure parking
areas. The structure of the survey plan, previously submitted to the European
Commission, was designed to investigate the view of different categories of
transport stakeholders regarding safe and secure parking areas and their
parking-related needs.
The attached survey plan elucidates the reasons for having selected these target
groups. Since truck drivers are the immediate users and those benefitting from
secure truck parking to ensure safe rest and to safeguard the goods being
carried, their view must be taken into account. Transport companies play a
pivotal role in the decision where to park and in the related payment process.
Shippers (manufacturers) as well as insurance companies are highly interested
in and affected by the parking decisions as they care about or are responsible
for cargo security. Last, but not least, the truck parking owner’s view is crucial
when discussing the development of truck parking areas especially to determine
the level of security needed for specific transport corridors.
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Scope of questions
The following categories of questions were emphasized.
General information on the person/business
Security at parking areas
Services at parking areas
Booking of parking places
Payment of parking places
Driving and rest times
Investment in parking areas
Respondent rate
The survey reached the envisaged number of responses, of which a sufficient
number was deemed valid. The survey was totally conducted among 612 total
respondents (male and female drivers, transport operators, SSTPA operators
and shippers). The valid responses that were proceeded to the analysis and
were reported in this document were 314 in total.

159 valid driver questionnaires, plus an additional focus on 50 female
drivers
41 valid transport company questionnaires (out of 145
questionnaires)

35 valid truck parking operator questionnaires

18 valid shipper questionnaires

11 valid insurance company questionnaires
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4. Drivers’ survey and analysis
i. Data source
248 drivers were initially interviewed or responded to the
questionnaire to determine the drivers’ current parking
habits and future needs or expectations.
64% (or 159) of the total 248 questionnaires were
accepted as valid. The invalid responses are questionnaires
whose level of completion is insufficient (less than 4
pertinent questions answered).
ii. General information
In this section, general information is presented in order to profile the
responding interviewees.
The gender balance is reflective of
the dominance of male HGV drivers
in the transport sector. 97% of the
interviewed drivers are male.
Additionally, a survey targeted to
female drivers was conducted and is
presented in the next chapter.

63% of the drivers are occupying
the 30-50 age group, while the
remaining 37% is younger or older
than this age group.

Northern Europe includes
Germany, UK, Ireland and Nordic
countries.
Southern Europe includes Italy,
Greece, Portugal and Spain.
Western Europe includes France,
the Netherlands and Belgium.
Eastern Europe includes Poland,
Lithuania, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Romania, Austria, Slovenia and
Hungary.
One respondent’s company is based
in Switzerland.
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50% of the truck drivers currently
get their information from the web,
25% from other colleagues and the
remaining 25% from other sources
(apps, experience, dispatcher,
GPS).

Google tools, such as Google Maps
and Google’s search engine, are the
most widely used sources of
information on truck parking areas.
Truck Parking Europe is the second
source followed by applications as
Transpark and Truckfly.

The drivers were asked, which
additional or alternative apps they
would like to have. The majority of
drivers requested better apps than
the existing ones or more
specialised secure parking apps.
A considerable number of drivers did
not reply on this answer. They either
had no need or could not think of an
alternative at the moment of the
interview.
Most drivers use the internet to search for information on SSTPAs while the
apps are being a strong second choice. It is a clear trend that drivers would
like to see better and more specialised apps that could be used.
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iii. Cargo type
This section analyses the cargo type that drivers are transporting, goods that
are carried, the value and type of the truck.

50% of the interviewed
respondents were transporting high
value goods (electronics or other
kind).

The majority of the questioned
drivers does not know the value
of the truckload, even if they know
the type of goods that they carry.
However, more than half of the
drivers that made the estimation,
valued their truckload to more than
50.000€. In addition, five drivers, or
13% of them that gave an
estimation, noted that their
truckload exceeded 400.000€ in
value.

Two out of three drivers were
driving a truck-semitrailer
combination when interviewed.
Additionally, truck-trailer
combinations were less than a
quarter of the sample.
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The most commonly used type of
cargo unit is the tautliner (66% of
the drivers reported this type),
followed by box-type and containers.

95% of the drivers responded that
they generally were staying at
truck parking areas. At this point
of the questionnaire only drivers
that were staying at truck parking
areas proceeded to the next
questions in order to examine their
habits and needs while using TPAs.

Regardless of the cargo transported 95% of drivers are staying at parking areas.
Out of those that responded to the questionnaire 50% was driving with high
value goods. However, from the answers it can also be seen that most of the
drivers do not know the value of the goods.
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iv. Willingness to pay at Safe and Secure Parking Areas
The following charts depict the willingness of the drivers to pay for Safe and
Secure Parking Areas during different kind of breaks, rests or while being on
stand-by for the next transport assignment.
45% of the interviewed drivers
responded that they are always
willing to pay for a daily rest in a
safe and secure truck parking area.
Another 36% are willing to pay only
when carrying load, while only
19% are not willing to pay on
either occasion.
In the case of short breaks (coffee
breaks or lunch breaks), 46% of the
drivers are not willing to pay for
the parking service (66 out of the
145). The remaining 64% (79
respondents) are generally willing to
pay (whether loaded or not) in order
to be provided with a safe and
secure truck parking area while
having a short break.
For the weekly rests, slightly more
than half of the respondents (51%)
are willing to pay for a safe and
secure parking area for both cases
(when loaded or not). 22% declare
willing to pay only when loaded and
27% are not willing to pay neither
when they are loaded nor empty.
While waiting for the next
transport assignment, the
majority of 61% of the interviewees
are not willing to pay for safe and
secure parking areas. The remaining
39% are willing to pay either in
the case that the truck is loaded with
goods or in any other case a parking
is needed.
This is generally a willingness to pay for using SSTPAs while carrying a load.
Whereas drivers are not willing to pay when waiting for the next transport
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assignment, which could indicate that the drivers do not necessarily pay
themselves for the use of SSTPAs when carrying a load, the stay rather is paid
by the transport operators and possible by the shipper.
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v. Reasons to stay at a parking area
This category of questions is targeted on the need for stops that drivers have
during a month and asks the question whether SSTPAs are needed for any
specific reasons or not.

83% of drivers need to spend rest
times in SSTPAs for legal
obligations.

In this question, drivers replied on
the times they usually need to stop
during a month because of legal
driving & rest time obligations. The
vast majority of the respondents did
not exceed 50 stops per month for
legal obligations. More specifically,
43% need up to twenty stops per
month, while 45% of the questioned
drivers need to stop twenty-one
to fifty times per month.

For the abovementioned reason of
short stops for a drink or a sanitary
break, 54% of the respondents need
to stop in SSTPAs, while the
remaining 46% do not.

More than half of the questioned
drivers (56%) need from 21 up to
50 stops per month for a drink or a
sanitary break. The remaining 14%
need more than 50 stops per month
and another 29% need less than 20
stops per month.
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2 out of 3 drivers rather stop in a
safe and secure truck parking area
than elsewhere as instructed by their
employer.

The drivers replied regarding the
need for stops due to direct
instruction by their employer. More
specifically, 60% stopped up to
twenty times per month per request
of their employer. 30% indicate 21
to 50 stops per month and 11%
more than 50 stops per month.

39% need SSTPAs when waiting for
the next transport assignment.

73% of drivers need to stop less
than twenty times per month in
order to wait for the next transport
assignment.

Looking at the reasons to stay at a SSTPA it seems that the drivers mostly
stop on the request of their employer. Most of the drivers would prefer to
stop at a SSTPA at all times.
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vi. Truck parking capacity along the route
In this chapter, drivers were requested to share their experiences on the parking
availability in SSTPAs.
Regarding the capacity of SSTPAs as
perceived by the truck drivers, more
than 50% of the drivers declared that
they did not find sufficient parking
places on weekdays, approximately
25% did not find sufficient places
during weekends and only one out of
six declared that the available places
were close to sufficient.

As for non-secure (normal) truck
parking places, it is noticed that two
out of three, or 125 drivers declared
that there are not sufficient places
during weekdays. 36 drivers did not
find parking places easily during
weekends and 23 drivers replied that
parking
places
were
close
to
sufficient. Only 3 drivers out of the
total 187 found parking places to be
more than sufficient.

Not enough SSTPAs can be found in order to cover the needs of the drivers. The
vast majority of the respondents believed that there are not sufficient places,
neither on weekdays nor on weekends. This drives us to the conclusion that
more safe and secure truck parking places are needed, according to the drivers.
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vii. Information systems
This section deals with the questions in regards to the need for information
systems in SSTPAs. The drivers provided their input on their needs for truck
parking information system, booking systems, pre-arrival payment systems and
ticketing and receipt systems.

78% of the respondents found
Truck parking information
system essential, while a 20% found
it neutral and only 2% unnecessary.

A pre-arrival booking system was
perceived as essential by
approximately 3 out of 7
respondents. An equivalent number
(50 out of 140) viewed it as neutral
and 33 out of 140 respondents
designated it as not necessary.

A pre-arrival payment system was
perceived as the most unneeded
informatic service. 30% found it
essential as a service. Another 38%
of the interviewees were neutral,
while the remaining 32% deemed it
not necessary.

The majority of 67% of the
respondents replied that a ticketing
and receipt system is essential for
them. The remaining 24% were
neutral on this need or found it
completely unnecessary for
themselves (9%).
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Truck parking information systems as well as ticketing and receipt systems were
identified as the most essential services for the drivers in terms of information
systems, which correspond to the indication that most drivers obtain a refund
for their stay at a SSTPA.
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viii. Definition of security
This section is summarizing the insights of the interviewed drivers on perceived
security measures. The respondents replied whether they consider the
examined service as “security” for them or not.
What is security for you?

External financing, cameras and
barriers were regarded as crucial
security elements. 96% of drivers
responded that these security
features were crucial in order for
them to ensure security for their
loads and safety for themselves.

90% of the surveyed persons view
site surveillance through regular
security checks as positive.

Clear indication and lighting of the
entry and exit in a parking area has
the same percentage ratio as site
surveillance through regular security
checks – 90% positive replies, 10%
negative replies.

The need for an emergency
contact point has fallen due to the
mobile devices. Nevertheless, even if
this is the least popular security
service, 88% of the respondents
considered it as a positive means for
security reasons.
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Security services are important for the drivers and more specifically, external
fencing, cameras and barriers are considered by the drivers as the most
essential measures. The prioritised list is, in descending order, as below:
• external financing, cameras and barriers,
• clear indication and lighting of the entry and exit,
• site surveillance through regular security checks,
• emergency contact point.
ix. Importance of services
In this section, the respondents are replying regarding non-security services
such as hygiene or other services that may be offered.
Which services do you expect on truck parking areas?

All the respondents consider it as a
necessity to have toilets and
showers in the places at which they
park.

Washing/laundry facilities were
considered as slightly less important
by the interviewees than sanitary
facilities. 83% replied positively to
this question.

Restaurant services, vending
machines and picnic tables were not
considered as important a factor for
a truck parking area as the rest of
the services by the drivers. 73%
replied positively.
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90% of the respondents replied
positively on the importance of WiFi internet connection.

Sanitary facilities were considered as the most essential measure for the
questioned drivers followed by the rest of the services in descending order as
below:
• Wi-Fi connection,
• Washing/laundry facilities,
• Restaurant services, vending machines and picnic tables.
x. Parking fees
This section deals with the reimbursement by the transport companies for the
use of secure or unsecure truck parking throughout Europe.
Are tariffs for (secure) truck parking reimbursed by the transport company
(in the referred regions)?
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Regarding the geographical location in which the driver uses truck parking
facilities, differentiations on the reimbursement approach were noticed. In
Western Europe companies at their majority are reimbursing drivers for
secure truck parking (81%). While they are parking in Eastern Europe,
slightly less than half of the drivers are reimbursed (49%) and
reimbursement is a little less in Northern Europe (47%). Southern
Europe is the area where only around a third (36%) of the drivers are
reimbursed for truck parking. From the answer it cannot be derived if the
drivers are paid only when carrying a load.
xi. Drivers’ opinions
In Section V, the respondents express themselves regarding several examined
issues. In this kind of questions there are five different options to choose from:
nonsense, not agree, neutral, agree or yes.

While opinions are divided on the
need for reservation, 40% is
interested in such an option.

In the case of the EC banning weekly
rest in the cabin, drivers replied that
there will not be enough SSTPAs to
park the truck during the weekly rest
at the hotel with 87% of the replies
being nonsense or not agree. The
remaining 13% included neutral or
positive answers. Similar results
were referred again in the truck
parking capacity along the route
where respondents found insufficient
parking places both during weekends
and weekdays.
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58% answer that there are not
enough information for drivers or
the transport operators to find
available parking places and book
accommodation.

70% finds it really difficult to find
accommodation during a regular
weekly rest outside the vehicle in
EU Member States.

74% agreed that stowaways in the
truck trailers is a big risk for truck
drivers.
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51% of the drivers reply that the
information on parking areas is not
correct and not up-to-date. A further
28% declare neutrality and only 9%
disagree. This may be due to the
existence of several applications and
websites at different stages of
development, or because of the lack
of information about parking areas
available from the Member States
and private operators.

76% of the drivers agree that it is
the company’s business to pay for
secure parking.

83% of the drivers disagree with
the hypothesis that they have to pay
for secure parking. Only 5% of them
agree.

These responses underline the following findings:
•

There is lack of parking places.

•

There is a lack of information regarding the location and features of
existing parking places.

•

It is not possible, due to a lack of accommodation along the transport
corridors, to spend the night outside the cabin.

•

The driver expects that others pay for them staying at SSTPAs.
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xii. Additional remarks (qualitative)
At the end of the interview, drivers were asked to add any other remarks that
they may have regarding the safe and secure truck parking areas. The individual
responses are listed below:
Features of parking areas
•

SSTPAs should offer more available parking slots, spaces at the
existing parking areas are too limited.

•

Parking areas should be welcoming and clean.

•

Lighting of parking areas must be brighter.

•

Waste separation should be respected.

•

The driver should be able to participate in social life.

•

The government has to pay for the security of parking areas.

Access to parking areas
•

Access to parking areas should be restricted.

•

Payment means such as Shell and DKV should be accepted.

Security and safety
•

There are not enough SSTPAs, especially at night and in Germany.

•

Authorities should enforce anti-crime rules.

•

Fines are inappropriate, authorities need to be more tolerant.

•

There is a problem with organized bands dealing with truck and trailer
theft and fuel theft.

•

There is not enough secure parking space for all trucks in Europe,
especially Germany. After 17:00 you cannot find secure parking. All
parking areas should be monitored by cameras, especially on motorways.

Where to spend the weekly rest
•

The "driving ban" ought to be re-examined. Sleeping in hotels actually
causes additional risk.

•

Most drivers prefer to spend their weekly rest in the cabin. The company
usually books the cheapest hotel they can find with no secure parking,
shared bathroom, 6-10 person rooms and no restaurant/kitchen. At the
moment there is no supporting infrastructure permitting the ban of the
weekly rest in the cabins.
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5. Female drivers’ survey and analysis
i. Introduction
Within the study ‘Safe and secure parking’ a survey was set out among
(international) truck drivers in order to collect data around experiences and
needs for safe and secure parking. It turned out that this survey was almost
solely completed by male drivers and hardly by female drivers. In order to set
up a standard for parking, it is important to include both drivers. Especially since
it can be expected that the experiences and needs for female drivers may differ
from male drivers. Against this background action was taken to specifically
engage female drivers in the study.
ii. Method
a. Recruiting respondents
Different approaches were combined to find respondents willing to participate
in the study:
- Companies were contacted based on a google search for truck
companies who employ female truck drivers;
- Specific female truck drivers found through a google search and were
contacted through Facebook;
- Specific female truck drivers found by means of their active participation
in public Facebook pages and were contacted through Facebook;
- A selection of female truck drivers nominated for the ‘Truck chick 2016’election held by Transport Online were contacted through Facebook;
- Female drivers were recruited via a trade union;
- Posts were placed on three public Facebook pages, namely ‘Women
behind the wheels’, ‘Dutch male and female drivers’ and ‘Lady trucker
spotted’. Furthermore, a post was placed on the private Facebook group
‘Lady Truckers Holland’.
b. Interview and online survey
Initially, we asked for participation in an interview by phone resulting in 12
interviews taking place. This was supplemented by an online survey. The survey
was completed by 38 respondents. The total interviewed sample included 50
female truck drivers.
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c. Characteristics of respondents
Findings for both groups are reported separately where relevant. The average
age of respondents is 37 (N=38, only from the online survey) and the average
distance between their starting point and destination is 575 kilometers. The
characteristics of the respondents with regards of the value of their freight and
whether they work internationally with overnight stays are shown below.

iii. Results
a. Why respondents do not drive internationally
As shown above, 21% of the female drivers no longer work internationally with
overnight stays and 17% of them have not worked internationally. Those who
no longer work internationally give the following reasons:
- ‘Most parkings are not female friendly and I have children now.’
- ‘I work parttime now and if you want to work these type of trips you
have to work fulltime.’
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-

‘I am no longer interested in the hassle of finding a parking spot that
are hardly there. Also, the crime, violence and the refugee problem
holds me back.’
‘I do not feel like the hassle of sleeping on the road, I prefer sleeping at
home now.’
‘In the beginning of my career I worked during the night. During that I
came across numerous drivers who did not make me feel comfortable.
Then I also experienced being the last one at a parking and having to
walk all the way to get to the toilet. That did not feel okay for me.
Nowadays my personal life and close circle of friends play an important
role in not working internationally.’

This shows it is both of personal reasons and comfort and safety on the road.
Those who do not work internationally and have never done so, include a trucker
who is going to do so in the near future and a trucker who does work with
overnight stays but only nationally. The other drivers explain it by:
- ‘I work part-time which is not suitable for international trips.’
- ‘As a woman my employer and I do not find it safe enough.’
When directly asked1 whether insufficient safety or service is related to the fact
the drivers do not work internationally with overnight stays, the picture is as
shown in the graphs below. This shows that both issues are important, but that
safety is relatively more important.

Insufficient safety is an important reason for
not/no longer working internationally with
overnight stays (n=13)
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Completely agree

1

Agree

Agree, nor
disagree

Disagree

Completely
disagree

This question was only included in the online survey.
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Insufficient services on night parking lots is an
important reason for not/no longer working
internationally with overnight stays (n=13)
50
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b. Stopping on the road
Most drivers stop on the road in order to make a sanitary stop. Second in place
is to rest, related to the rules of maximum driving time. Thirdly, 77% stops for
overnight stays. This differs from the response to whether drivers work
internationally with overnight stays. This could be due to drivers making
overnight stays within the Netherlands. Furthermore, the response could include
reasons for stopping in the past.

When looking specifically at overnight stays, the graph below shows where
drivers stop to do so.
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Locations where drivers make
overnight stays (n=22)
80
60
40
20
0
Petrol
station

Parking lot Parking lot
Night Other places
motorway
client
parking lot

When asked about the preferred location for making overnight stays, petrol
stations are on number one. The reasons provided for this preference are that
here sanitary facilities are in place and that there are always people around
which make it feel safe and comfortable. However, these reasons are also given
for drivers who have a different preference. This shows the importance sanitary
facilities and safety play in drivers making their choice for the location of their
overnight stay.

Preferred parking location for overnight stays (n=22)

22,7%

22,7%

31,8%

18,2%

Parking lot at petrol station

Parking lot motorway

Nightparking lot lorry drivers

Remaining

4,5%

Parking lot client

c. Experiences with unsafe situations on parking lots
Among those who do not have experience with overnight parking, we asked
their experience with unsafe situations on parking lots in general. This includes
both feeling unsafe, but also incidents of threats to safety or actual unsafety. The
results show around one third has no experience with this at all and around one
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third on a yearly basis. More than one third of the interviewed drivers however,
experience this on a daily (7,7%), weekly (15,4%) or monthly (15,4%) basis.
Examples of these experiences are:
- ‘Strangers start talking to me, and sometimes I feel like they are
following me or at least keep looking at me.’
- ‘Numerous times I have experiences strangers offering me sexual
intercourse.’
- ‘A lot of times I get people staring at me and following me.’

Personal experience with unsafe situations on
parking lots (non-overnight truckers) (n=13)
7,7%
30,8%

15,4%

15,4%

30,8%

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Never

Among those who do have experience with international overnight stays, we
asked them about their experience with unsafety on overnight parking spots.
Interestingly this shows more drivers without any experience of unsafety
(40,9%). None of them have experiences on a daily basis and for most of them
only experience it yearly (27,3%). Examples of these experiences are:
- ‘It is unsafe because there are not enough parking spots. And recently
people break into my truck while I am sleeping.’
- ‘I weekly experience intrusiveness of other drivers who are on the road
for months and have not seen a woman in a while. Furthermore,
burglars have put gas in my truck to intoxicate me in order for them to
steal my freight.’
- ‘I’ve been followed to check whether I was alone and once they know I
am, they start to get awfully interested and clearly want more than just
a chat.’
- ‘Once I was followed when I walked to my truck. An hour later I was
being surrounded. That’s when I quickly drove off.’
- ‘I’ve noticed men starting to masturbate when they’ve seen me. This is
done discretely, but I’ve also experienced on three occasions that men
show their genitals to me. Furthermore, I have been robbed. And in
general, the contact I have with male truck drivers that I do not know
are unpleasant.’
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-

‘Other male drivers stare at me when I walk by, make noises to grab
my attention, start talking to me or offer me all kinds of stuff, including
those that are sexually oriented.’

These examples show that unsafe experiences are related to robberies.
However, most explanations involve unpleasant contact with men, either male
truck drivers or not.

Personal experience with unsafe situations on overnight
parking lots (overnight truckers) (n=22)

18,2%
40,9%
13,6%

27,3%

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Never

d. Experiences with insufficient service on parking lots
Drivers were also asked about their experiences with insufficient service, either
on parking lots in general (for drivers who do not work internationally with
overnight stays) or on overnight parking lots. This again shows overnight
truckers more frequently say they have never experienced unsatisfactory
services (36,4% versus 30,8%). However, for those who do have this
experience, those who experience this on a daily basis is higher among
overnight truckers than among non-overnight truckers (27,3% versus 15,4%).
Examples of these experiences are:
- ‘Parking lots without any sanitary facilities or toilets that are closed off
completely or during the night. This is especially for women
problematic.’
- ‘In general the number of parking lots is too small. Those that are
available are full before five o’ clock in the afternoon.’
- ‘Shared sanitary facilities, constructed in such a way you can peek
underneath the door, just like those shower booths in swimming pools.
And with reflecting floor tiles. It is very uncomfortable to take a shower
in these while other males are taking a shower next to you. Also I’ve
experienced very dirty toilets you can smell from a far distance.’
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-

‘I have experience parking lots at petrol stations where there are no
showers and you have to clean yourself up at sinks that are not closed
off.’
- ‘Facilities that are both for men and women. After you take a shower
and exit the shower booth you enter the men’s toilets with urinals. This
is not very inviting for women to take a shower.’
- ‘The walk to the sanitary facilities is often not so comfortable; it is dark
and far away.’
- ‘I’ve experienced dirty parking lots scattered with garbage.’
- ‘A lot of parkings lots have no food facilities and if this is available the
food is not good and expensive.’
This shows that most experiences with insufficient service are related to sanitary
facilities and relate to their presence or opening hours, their hygienic state and
the negative experience of the facilities being shared with women and men.

Personal experience with unsatisfactory services on
parking lots (non-overnight truckers) (n=13)

15,4%
30,8%

7,7%

Daily

Weekly

46,2%

Monthly

Yearly

Never
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Personal experience with unsatisfactory services on
night parking lots (overnight truckers) (n=22)

27,3%
36,4%

22,7%
4,5%

Daily

Weekly

9,1%

Monthly

Yearly

Never

e. Wishes and needs for safe parking lots
By means of an open question respondents were asked about their wishes and
needs to provide a safe parking lot. The results show no striking differences
when compared to the results among male drivers. The responses show that on
site security is the most important; this was mentioned most frequently. With
on-site security respondents mean guards checking the camera surveillance and
occasionally making a round on the parking lot checking for unsafe situations.
Next in place is sufficient lighting on the whole area, which one respondent says
should also entail lighting in the ground. The statements underneath provide
further context for the wishes expressed by the female drivers:
- ‘I have good experience with parking lots with guarded access. In this
way no unauthorized persons enter the property. Furthermore, you are
assigned a parking lot based on the time you will exit the parking lot.’
- ‘Make sure that there are cameras that actually work and cover the
whole area.
- ‘There should not only be cameras. The footage of the cameras should
be watched as it happens. Otherwise you can only take action after
something has taking place and then it is too late. Cameras should be
targeted at prevention.’
- ‘Guards should go occasionally go around the terrain. Not only by car
but also on foot. Then they can really see what is going on and can act
more promptly.’
- ‘A gated terrain and guarded access are important to give you a safe
feeling, a feeling that people are keeping an eye on you.’
- ‘For me it is important that it is an open terrain without too many trees
and bushes or other obstacles that can shield of shifty activities.’
- ‘Lighting and cameras. A gate around the terrain is not enough as a lot
of drivers themselves are not reliable. Guards at the gate are
important.’
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More specific ideas to secure safety on parking lots are as follows:
- ‘Make sure the restaurant is placed in the middle so everyone can be
clearly seen. It is also important that there is always some activity
going on so people can keep an eye on each other.’
- ‘I would like a system with which you get a ticket at a machine at the
entrance gate and have to go to the restaurant to get a ticket with
which you can exit the terrain. In this way, everyone on the terrain
should show itself.’
- ‘Provide parking spots for women close to the facilities so they do not
have to cross the whole terrain, a generally unpleasant undertaking, to
access the facilities.’
- ‘Clearly show with signs that the terrain is secured by cameras and
guards.’

f. Wishes and needs for service on parking lots
By means of an open question respondents were asked about their wishes and
needs important to provide a parking lot with sufficient service. Sanitary
facilities in general, toilets and showers were the most talked about. These were
mentioned numerous times as facilities that should be made available. More
specifically they should be clean, be separated for men and women and wellequipped to close off for privacy. These specifications are not so much made
among male drivers. The statements below provide further context for the
wishes expressed by the female drivers related to sanitary facilities:
- ‘Clean toilets and sanitary is most important.’
- ‘I prefer sanitary facilities just for women. I do not feel comfortable
having to walk past the male toilets in order to take a shower.’
- ‘For women accessibility to a toilet is more important than for men. Men
can more easily do this in the outside nature, for women this is quite a
hassle.’
- ‘I would like individual showers. If this is done properly, it is not
necessary to provide separate facilities for men and women. Otherwise
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it would be very difficult to decide on the number of showers for both
sexes.’
More specific ideas on sanitary facilities are as follows:
- ‘Provide sufficient facilities on different spots on the parking lot. In that
way you do not have to cross the whole parking lot to go to the toilet.’
- ‘Make sure that the entrances of sanitary facilities are monitored so it
can be seen clearly when unauthorized people enter them, including
men entering female facilities.’
- ‘Maybe they can work with an access-code for the female toilets. It
happens quite often that men go to the women’s toilets because they
are cleaner.’
With regards to on site shops, the respondents also mentioned that these shops
should also sell products that are specific for female drivers, such as tampons
or shampoo.

g. Willingness to pay for safe and service-oriented parking lots
Although it was not specifically asked in the survey nor in the interviews, some
respondents mention costs of parking at parking lots and their willingness to
pay for these themselves if these parking lots provide safety and service. From
these comments we see that drivers are in essence not negative towards having
to pay for such parkings. As a matter of fact, some see this as a way to keep
unsolicited persons or drivers who are not keen on keeping the terrain clean
away from the terrain. However, it is important to note that the costs should
not be for the drivers themselves, but for their employees or customers.
iv. Conclusion
Insufficient safety and insufficient service on parking facilities are important
reasons for women to not work internationally with overnight stays. Apart from
this, the personal life and the choices women make therein are also important.
When it comes to stopping on the road, this is mostly done to go to the toilet,
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take a break or make an overnight stay. The most used and most preferred
location for such overnight stays are petrol stations. The reason behind this
preference is the availability of sanitary facilities and that there are always
people around making it feel safe.
60% of the female drivers who make international overnight stays and 70% of
female drivers who do not make international overnight stays have personal
experience with unsafe situations on parking lots. These experiences involve
incidents of robberies, but mostly involve unpleasant interactions with people
they come across with on parking lots, including male drivers.
When looking at insufficient service, 70% of woman who make international
overnight stays and 64% of female drivers who do not make international
overnight stays have such experiences. These experiences almost all relate to
sanitary facilities.
With regards to wishes and needs for safe parking lots, these do not seem to
differ much from the wishes and needs of male drivers. However, the reasons
behind these may differ very much between male and female drivers. Most
mentioned is on site security, followed by lighting, camera surveillance, and
fence around the terrain, a guarded entrance gate and lastly an open terrain
without obstacles that block the view.
The needs and wishes among female drivers for the service facilities on parking
lots do differ from their male counterparts. In general, sanitary facilities
including toilets and showers are mentioned numerous times. Especially toilets
are important for women. More specifically, women mention the importance of
separate facilities for men and women or at least well closed of booths.
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6. Transport operators – survey and analysis
i. Data source
28% of the total 145 questionnaires were accepted as
valid.
The invalid responses are questionnaires whose level of
completion is insufficient (less than 4 pertinent questions
answered).
ii. General information
The present analysis scopes out the transport operators’ insights on their
business activities. Where their headquarters are, how many people they
employ, how many trucks they own and how much they earn due to their freight
transport activities.
Southern Europe includes Italy,
Greece, Portugal and Spain.
Eastern Europe includes Poland,
Lithuania, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Romania, Austria, Slovenia and
Hungary.
The transport operators that
participated in the interview were
mostly legally established in
Eastern Europe.
The sample regarding the number of
trucks employed by the surveyed
companies is diversified. Very small
operators with up to 5 trucks represent
15%, small of 6 to 10 trucks are
20% of the sample, medium
enterprises account for 27% and large
ones with over 50 trucks represent
38% of the sample.
46% of the companies employ
more than 50 people. The
corresponding percentage for the
number of trucks owned by the
interviewed companies is 38%
according to the above chart.
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The answers to this question follow a
very similar pattern to the questions
on the number of trucks. That means
that for each truck there is
approximately one corresponding
driver.

One out of three interviewed
companies declared revenues of
less than 1 million euros per year.
Another one out of three has more
than 5 million euros in revenues.
The remaining one third earned
between 1-5 million euros in
revenues per year.

iii. Business activities
What kind of business do the interviewed transport operators carry out? This
section illustrates the business and cargo typology.

The diagrams above indicate how many trips the fleet of each company does per year
by differentiating between three types of cargos: general, container and other. 36
responded on general cargo trips, 10 on container trips and 16 on other types of
cargo. All kinds of cargo are represented in the analysis, while general cargo is the
most popular among others.
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General cargo is priced less expensive than container or other and 66% are charging
less than one euro per kilometre for this category, while a similar percentage (67%)
of the companies charge more than one euro per kilometre when transporting both
container and other types of cargo.

As clearly noticed, general cargo and other trips usually consist of longer distance
transport than container trips. Containers transportation usually shares trips between
ships, trains and multimodal transportation, in general, while general cargo is moved
mainly through freight transport. General cargo transports account for 53% of trips
longer than 1.000km.

In this question category, the transport operators had to reply on the percentage of the
revenues that is coming from small shippers/freight forwarders in the four selected
areas in Europe (Western, Eastern, Southern and Northern). Most respondents had
business relationships with Western Europe, while as noted in the beginning of the
interview, the vast majority of the operators were based in Eastern Europe. Regarding
the small shippers’ revenue from Northern Europe, only 8 respondents declared up to
20% in revenues.
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Large shippers/forwarders are a large part of business revenues coming from Western,
Eastern and Southern Europe as well. 23% of the operators had revenues over 70%
from large shippers only in Western Europe. 50% of the interviewees had business
revenues of 21-70% from Eastern European large shippers and freight forwarders.
Northern European large shippers/ freight forwarders had no important business
relationships with only 7 of the interviewed companies having up to 20% revenues
coming from there.
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iv. Rest and break characteristics
The following analysis presents the special characteristics of rests and breaks
as reported by the interviewed transport operators. It includes yearly numbers,
durations, average tariffs and opinions on SSTPAs.

The above charts indicate the approximate number of short breaks, night rests and
weekly rests that the companies take annually. As expected, the number of short
breaks is higher than the other types of rest.

In this question, the targeted parameter is the average time spent for each kind of
stops (short, night or weekly rest). Short breaks last mostly around an hour (43% have
breaks of less than an hour, while the rest 57% have one hour breaks). Long night
rests last more than 10 hours according to 52% of the respondents and up to 9 hours
according to 15%. The remaining 33% are in between (9-10 hours).
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Tariffs differentiate according to the location of the parking place. In this question the
results indicate the price intervals (up to 10€, 10€ to 25€ and over 25€) as declared by
the respondents in all parts of Europe (West, East, North and South). Eastern European
tariffs for long night rests are the least expensive, as per the interviewers, with 44% of
them having replied on tariffs of up to 10€.
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Weekly rests are more expensive than daily rests. The replies to this question followed
the same pattern as long night rests. Eastern Europe is the least expensive option to
spend a weekly rest while Western and Northern Europe are the most expensive ones.
Southern Europe is in between.
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There was no clear indication for a specific region requiring high security.

There is no pattern regarding the low security required in the three different kinds
of stops. Regarding the short breaks, the votes were shared in all the four parts of
Europe. Long night rests were requiring low security for Southern and Eastern
Europe, while only two respondents replied regarding the long weekend rests.

In the majority of the replies (89%), a
driver when asked in which occasions
he/she pays for himself/herself without
reimbursement, he/she indicated the
costs for a short coffee or lunch break.
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The transport companies (84%)
usually reimburse drivers afterwards
for daily and weekly rests.

There is no specific pattern on how
companies pre-pay in the case of a
daily break. They do it with fuel cards,
credit cards, cash or subscription
programmes.

The same happens when operators prepay for daily rests. Most of the
respondents are using fuel or credit
cards, but a significant number have
subscribed in some kind of programme
or give cash to the drivers.

There is no significant differentiation in
the pre-payment method among
companies for weekly rests as well.
Fuel cards and credit cards are slightly
more common methods than cash and
subscription programmes.
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In this set of questions, the responding transport operators indicated the
services/provisions that the suitable truck parking area should have for them. The
most necessary services according to them are including sanitary facilities, site
surveillance by guards or CCTV in place and external fencing covering the whole
perimeter of the parking area. The least important services were internet
connection and electricity connection.
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v. Transport operators’ opinion
This chapter extracts relevant information from the views of transport operators
regarding SSTPAs. In the following part of the interview, transport operators are
expressing themselves regarding the characteristics of TPAs that answer their
requirements and needs.

Two out of three interviewees were
positive towards legislation
ensuring the performance on an
audit of security and service level of
a TPA by a third party. Less than one
out of ten responded negatively on
such a need.

65% of transport operators prefer to
have access to an online slot booking
service for closed dedicated truck
slots.

86% of transport operators believe
that there are not enough SSTPAs in
the European Union to park the truck
during a weekly rest at the hotel, in
case of a ban of the weekly rest in
the cabin.
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87% of transport operators have
problems finding satisfactory
accommodation (besides the truck
cabins) for drivers when taking their
weekly rest.

74% of transport operators do not
think the information sources to find
available parking slots and booking
of accommodation are satisfactory.
Some information are not available,
while others are not up-to-date.
53% also did not agree with the
accuracy of the information, while
just 8% agreed.

54% think that parking while waiting
for new trip assignments is a major
problem.
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48% of the transport operators
think that it is the government’s
task to monitor the TPAs. 22% is
neutral and 30% believes that the
government has nothing to do with
the monitoring of TPAs.

In the drivers’ questionnaire,
previously, the dominant answer
shows the disagreement of drivers to
pay for secure parking, while
operators have no unanimous
answer. The most usual answer
concerns the agreement of operators
(17 are positive, while 15 are
negative). However, when looking at
previous answers the transport
operators state that they reimburse
the drivers’ stay during the daily or
weekly breaks.
A majority of 76% agrees that the
optimal truck parking area is a
combination of free parking slots
with basic facilities and a closed
dedicated section with more
facilities and a special parking tariff.
In this way, the service can be
selected according to the needs of
operators, which correspond well
with the previous statement that
transport operators are not willing to
reimburse drivers for short stays.
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The majority of operators (84%)
thinks that the government is
responsible for the provision of
sufficient and free parking slots.

51% agree on the fact that a TPA
should be financially “healthy” and
that revenues should be based upon
payment for use.

The monitoring of the service and
security provisions should be done
on a regular basis according to
73% of the respondents.
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70% of Transport operators believe
that current road tolls/charges
should be used to create and provide
access to a sufficient number of
secure truck parking areas.
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vi. Additional remarks from transport operators
(qualitative)
Individual transport operators commented on their view on SSTPAs with
additional details.
Spending long rests
•

There should be no obligation to spend the weekly rest period at hotel for
the drivers.

•

Drivers want to sleep in their truck. Nowadays it is more comfortable
than some cheap hotel.

•

SSTPAs with good facilities should be equal to hotels.

•

Transport should be organized between the parking and the hotel,
as the case may be.

•

No unrealistic bans should take effect until proper conditions (parking
areas) are provided by governments or the private sector. As a transport
company, we would love for our drivers to have access to good and secure
parking areas across Europe. However, such areas should be built and
become operational first before any bans are imposed on drivers and
companies.

•

It is impossible for a driver to leave the truck in a parking lot and go to a
hotel (How will he go to the hotel? How will he come back? How will he
find a hotel?). Parking spaces need to have a place to sleep. Only if there
are hostels on parking lot, the driver will be able to take the long weekly
rest outside the truck.

•

It is reasonable for drivers to be able themselves to decide where to
spend their rests. The long weekend rest is necessarily to be spent on a
secure parking. Meanwhile, we need a lot more secure parking areas with
WC, washing room and other facilities. Modern trucks are well equipped
with two beds, which are pretty nice and comfy. And they are well
equipped for living. Most of the drivers prefer to sleep in the cabins.

•

The amount paid for the use of motorways is more than enough to
establish closed and secure truck parking areas. The concessionaires of
the motorways cannot ask fees from the users and the government and
then not be responsible for what happens inside the parking areas.
Drivers want to sleep in their truck. Nowadays it is more comfortable than
some cheap hotel. The drivers are responsible for the trucks, the goods
and fuel and they cannot leave the truck anywhere and go to a hotel.

Payment for secure parking areas
•

Toll-connected payment for the parking area should be considered as
this is the case in Switzerland.
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Features of “suitable” parking areas
•

Electricity for the frigo should be available on a "suitable parking area".

•

A green area should be part of a "suitable parking area".

•

The distance between suitable parking areas should be no more than 100
kilometres.
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7. SSTPA operators – survey and analysis
i. Data source
The present analysis gets insights from the supply side of the
market, the parking operators, regarding the current parking habits
and future needs or expectations. 22% of the total 159
questionnaires were accepted as valid.
The invalid responses are questionnaires whose level of completion
is insufficient (less than 4 pertinent questions answered).

ii. Truck parking areas’ general information
In this section of the interview, SSTPA operators responded on several questions
about the geographical, financial or other characteristics of the parking areas
that they represent. The security and service levels included hereafter pertain
to the LABEL standard (5 security levels and 5 service levels).

There is a good spread of interviewed
parking areas between Southern, Western
and Northern Europe. Only one parking
area is from Eastern Europe.

The majority of the interviewed parking
operators had not launched a prepayment
service at the moment of the interview.
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The parking area operators stated the yearly
revenues in this question. More than half of
them were making less than 250.000 €,
while less than 1 out of ten was making
more than 500.000 €. The rest were in
between (approximately one out of three).

40% of the interviewed operators were
operating a slot booking service.

78% of the areas already had a
certification from a third party at the
moment in which the interview was
conducted.

In this question, operators were asked to selfcategorize the current security levels of the
parking areas. 47% of the respondents
categorized the level of the security as 3,
while 24% and 21% of operators categorized
the parking areas that they represent at level
2 and level 4, respectively. There was one
parking area in security level 1 and two
considered themselves as top-secured (level
5).
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Similarly, in this question, the parking area
representatives were asked to selfcategorize the level of services that are
provided at their facilities. The results
indicate 80% of the companies selfassessed as level 4 while the remaining
20% were self-assessed as level 3.

Depending on the time period, occupation rates are differing. During a day, 41% of the parking
areas are occupied over 80% while 45% of them are approximately half-full (41-60%). Per
week period, most of the parking areas are around 41-80% occupied. The results of the average
number of truck slots in use per year are similar.
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The occupation rate of truck slots exceeds
60% use in the majority of the parking areas,
while in peak hours. A 45% of the parking
areas is 80% or more occupied during the
same hours.

42% of SSTPAs are occupying more than 60% of slots for the weekly rests, and 36% of
SSTPAs occupy more than 60% for long night rests.

The vast majority of SSTPAs experience short breaks of up to 2 hours, while on a daily rest
drivers spend 8-16 hours in the parking area. The weekly rest lasts from 37-48 hours within
nearly half the SSTPAs.
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68% of the respondents
estimated the average
duration of a stay in a
parking area at 8-12 hours. A
smaller part of the
interviewees estimated a
much longer duration of over
24 hours stay on average.

The majority of operators noted that they have revenues of up to 10 € for a break, 11-20 €
for a daily rest, while the results are varying for weekly rests.

The revenues for a truck in a
parking area do not exceed
10 € at the majority of the
parking operators (84%). The
remaining 16% declared
revenues of over 20 € per
truck stay.
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Both stand-alone and cross-selling or mix
parking TPA operators were interviewed with
an equal number of participants for both.

Neither buses, nor caravans are accepted in 64% of the respondents’ TPAs.

This set of questions is targeting to identify the needs and requests of the TPA operators. The
most popular among the requests is the existence of a Safe and Secure TPA definition which
will be commonly agreed across Europe. Secondly, operators noted the need to establish a
guardian of TPA security standards, controlling the implementation and ensuring that they
follow related developments. There is a need to provide dynamic information and to link the
use of SSTPAs to the regulatory requirements for the weekly rest time of the drivers. The least
popular choice concerns the harmonisation of information by different operators.
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iii. Investment and operational costs of the truck
parking
In this section, the interviewing process tries to gain insights on the investments
that have been done in SSTPAs for a service or security level upgrade and the
respective investment costs. Additionally, the interviewed SSTPA operators give
information on the operational costs.

The pie chart on the left depicts the
number of the companies that have
upgraded their security infrastructure
to the respective level. 60% of the
respondents upgraded their security
to level 4, while there was no
respondent having upgraded to level
5.

In this question, SSTPA operators
replied regarding the service upgrade
of their parking areas. 82% of the
represented parking areas were
upgraded to level 4, while there
was no parking upgraded to level 1
or 2.
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Thousands of euros
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The above chart illustrates the average investment costs for an upgrade of
the SSTPA security level as estimated by the interviewed operators. The main
investment costs include infrastructure upgrade and security equipment costs,
secondly.
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The second bar chart indicates the average operational costs of a Safe and
Secure Truck Parking as reported by the SSTPA operators. The proportionally
bigger costs include staff salaries and infrastructure/security investment costs.
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8. Shippers analysis
i. Data source
The present analysis gets input from the shippers,
regarding the current parking habits and future needs
or expectations. 30% of the total 60 questionnaires
was accepted as valid.
The invalid responses are questionnaires whose level
of completion is insufficient (less than 4 pertinent
questions answered).
ii. Shippers’ general information
In this section of the interview, shippers responded on several questions about
their type, size, financial or other characteristics of their business activities. In
the first part of this section, answers are related to the own truck fleet, while in
the second, general company characteristics are presented, followed by the
opinions of the shippers on security issues and additional remarks added by
them.
Own truck fleet:

The biggest part of the respondents were
self-assessed as small shippers (8 out of
18), followed by consolidations (4 out of 18),
big shippers (3 out of 18) and freight
forwarders/logistics companies (3 out of 18).

The majority of the shippers operates their
own truck fleet (11 out of 18).
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The shippers operating their own truck fleet
replied on the number of the owned trucks
(more than 3.5 tonnes of weight).
Approximately half of them (5 out of 11)
own more than 50 trucks, while a
significant part (4 out of 11) own less than 5
trucks. Two shippers are in-between owning
11-50 trucks.

Similar results appear for the number of the
employees as for the owned fleet of trucks. 6
out of 11 shippers employ over 50 persons,
while 3 out of 11 employ up to 5 persons.
There is 1 shipping company with 6-10
employees and another one with 11-50
employees.

The number of drivers hired by the shipping
companies differs from the total number of
employees. The majority of the companies
employs up to 5 drivers. The core business
of shippers is not the transportation process.

In financial results, 63% of the responded
shippers earns from 1, up to 3 million €,
annually. The remaining 37% exceeds 5
million € in annual revenue streams.
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General company characteristics:

The 500 full truck shipments per year were
exceeded by the majority of the
responding companies. Only one company
has a quite small number of truck
shipments per year (1-50) and another is
between 100-500 full shipments per year.

Regarding the total number of employees, half
of the responding shipping companies exceed
50 persons, while a quarter employs up to 5
persons and the remaining quarter has
between 11 to 50 employees.

The annual revenues related to transport
activities are over 5 million € in the
majority of the responding shipping
companies, while a small number of two
out of seven earns 1 to 3 million € per
year.

In this question, shipping companies replied
regarding their outsourced activities with small
transport operators owning their own truck
fleet throughout Europe. The dominant
markets include Western and Eastern Europe
for 2 out of 3 respondents. The remaining
third is shared between Southern (2 out of 9
responses) and Northern Europe (1 out of 9
responses).
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The same pattern as with small transport
operators is visible in outsourcing to large
transport operators.

iii. Security requirements
In this section, the questions intend to provide useful information regarding the
requirements of shippers on security issues in truck parking areas.
In some cases, security requirements were found essential by all the
respondents. These include:
• Two way communication during the entire trip (7 responses as
essential),
• Pre-trip route planning (including parking areas), planned route and stops
(7 responses as essential).

Geofencing routes of tractors including
parking areas were commented as an
essential requirement by the vast majority of
the interviewed shippers (6 out of 7
responses).

Shippers perceive active avoiding of “black
spots” as an essential requirement as well,
regarding the replies of 6 out of 7 shippers.
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A list with approved secure parking areas is
essential for half of the respondents.

The contractor that performs the transport
pays the parking fees mainly for long night
rests in 4 out of 6 responses. One
respondent pays for short daily breaks and
another for long weekly rests.

A ”suitable parking area for trucks” has to be constituted by the above services including
most importantly, sanitary facilities, emergency contact points and site surveillance by
guards or CCTV. Shippers do not evaluate internet connection, food and shopping and
electricity connection as equally important services for a truck parking area.
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iv. Shippers’ opinions
Below, the answers of the responding shippers on several matters in regards
to the safe and secure truck parking areas as perceived by them, are
presented.

57% of the interviewed shippers gave a
positive feedback on the need for auditing of
security and service level of a TPA by a third
party.

It is important for 57% of the questioned
shippers to book closed dedicated truck slots
through an online booking platform.

There will not be a sufficient number of safe
and secure parking areas capacity, in case of
a change in regulation for regular weekly
rests out of the cabin, according to the
shippers.
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Availability of satisfying accommodation for
spending regular weekly rests outside the
truck is a problem for 5 out of 7 shippers.

None of the respondents replied that there
are enough information sources for
available parking slots and accommodation
booking.

The majority believes that it is a
governmental job to provide security
monitoring of truck parking areas.
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It is not clear from the responses if parking
at TPAs causes difficulties while waiting for a
new trip assignment.

There is no clear opinion on whether the
drivers have to pay for secure parking. Two
respondents agreed, while three disagreed
and one answered neutrally.

The shippers agree with the idea of the
option between free parking slots with basic
facilities and a closed dedicated section with
additional facilities and the respective price.

The majority of the interviewed shippers are
neutral regarding the provision of free parking
spots by the government.
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4 respondents consider “Suitable Parking
Areas” as a private-sector business. Only
one respondent did not agree with this.

The majority of shippers does not agree with
the idea of truck drivers paying for parking
tariffs (4 out of 7), while only a respondent
agrees. The remaining two were neutral.

Standardisation of truck parking areas is
important for the shippers according to their
answers. 4 out of 5 agree that independent
third party monitoring should take place on a
regular basis.
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v. Additional remarks from shippers (qualitative)
Individual shippers commented on their view on SSTPAs with additional details.
Incident hotspots

•
•

Barcelona and Madrid are incident hotspots in Southern Europe.
Eastern Europe has a higher risk rate, even if criminals moved
westwards.

Preventing incidents

•

•

We need fully vetted drivers, trailers with additional electronic
protection, in-built locking mechanisms, intrusion alarm in the trailer,
uncoupling alarms and panic buttons for the drivers.
Only vetted companies should be allowed to reserve parking areas,
parking place allocations should occur on a random basis.

Responsibility for SSTPAs

•

Parking areas are a common task by the government and private
companies since it is everyone's task to fight crime.
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9. Insurance companies
The aim of the survey of insurance companies is to identify their needs,
requirements and opinions towards safe and secure parking areas.

i. Results
a. Introduction
The questionnaire consists of three separate sections. The first section
addresses the main activities of the respondent and provides a limited and
concise description of the freight insurance sector in the European Union. This
section is mainly used for classification purposes.
The second section addresses the attitude of insurance companies towards the
security requirements regarding the insured when they make use of a parking
area. A distinction was made between low and high value cargo. The water shed
value between the two categories was chosen at the level of the CMR2 liability
limit of 8,33 SDR3 (= 10,15 euro, as per 21 June 2018).
It is expected that this value plays an important role in determining the safety
and security levels at truck parking areas that deemed to be essential by the
insurance companies.
b. Company characteristics
About half of the respondents has a yearly revenue from transport insurances
of more than 100 million euros. The other has half less than 50 million euros
turnover per year. The insurance companies are from ten different countries,
including the UK, Switzerland, France, Italy, Germany and Slovenia.
In general it was not possible for large insurance companies to answer the
questions on main insurance activities (question I.3.) in general terms. This was
because these insurances companies did not insure vehicles but rather cargo
(cargo insurance) or the liability of the carrier (carrier's liability insurance). They
were unaware of the number of different means of transport used to carry out
the transport operations they insure. They were also unaware of the number of
vehicles used by the carriers who had (liability) insurance with them. This was
because the insurance premium was determined primarily on the basis of
turnover and not the amount of vehicles that were used to move the cargo.
It was also not possible to assess corresponding values in response to the
question about the main clients (question I.4) as the scope of validity of policies

2

The CMR Convention (full title Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of
Goods by Road) is a United Nations convention that was signed in Geneva on 19 May 1956. It
relates to various legal issues concerning transportation of cargo by road. It has been ratified by
the majority of European states.
3 Special drawing rights are supplementary foreign-exchange reserve assets defined and
maintained by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The value is based on a basket of key
international currencies reviewed by the IMF every five years.
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of the large insurance companies was not restricted to these client groups. In
many insurance contracts, they insured global transport operations.
In this respect there was a difference with smaller insurance companies. The
smaller companies responded to both the question about the number of
shipments and the question about the regional distribution. Not surprisingly the
vast majority of clients are located in Western Europe.
c. Security requirements
In line with our expectations, the response of insurance companies showed a
relation to the value per kilogram of the cargo. This would have implications for
the security measures the client (mainly: transport operators) should take.
In the questionnaire several items were predefined and the insurance companies
were asked to provide their opinion on the need for the security requirements
listed.
Results are included in table 2.1.
In case of lower value goods (value
the insurance companies responded
at all. In case of higher value goods
every insurance stated that there
security.

per kilogram less than 8,33 SDR), two of
that there were no security requirements
(value per kilogram more than 8,33 SDR)
were customer requirements regarding

A total of five security requirements were pre-defined in the questionnaire.
When an insurance company responded that a certain security requirement was
not requested, this was counted as a score “1”. If a requirement was considered
essential, the score was “3”. “Neutral” scored as “2”. Averaging the value of
the response per security requirement gave an idea of how important a security
measure was considered. An average result below “2” meant that the majority
of the respondents did not consider this measure important.
There was a remarkable difference between the results for “two way
communication” and “geofencing”. In case of low value goods these were the
least requested security measures. However, for high value goods they were
believed essential by all respondents (see figure 1.1).
The insurance companies were also asked for security items that were not
mentioned. In case of low value goods, seven out of the eleven respondents
mentioned additional requirements, in case of high value goods nine of eleven
did. The comments regarding additional requirements are mentioned in table
2.2.a/b.
Table 2.1

Importance of security requirements

Description
No requirements (count)
Two way communication
Pre-trip planning
Geofencing
Avoiding black spots
Maintaining list approved parkings
Other requirements (count)

< 8,33 SDR per kg
2
1,90
2,00
2,00
2,20
2,20
7

> 8,33 SDR per kg
0
3,00
2,90
2,90
2,67
2,90
9
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Source: Section II.1 of the questionnaire for insurance companies
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Figure 2.1

Importance of security requirements

Source: Section II.1 of the questionnaire for insurance companies

Table 2.2.a

List of remarks on additional security requirements requested by
insurance companies (low value goods)

Low value goods (< 8,33 SDR per kg)
Generally there are no security requirements or warranties on the policy terms for low value, general
cargo – but this does not mean we would not promote best practice and due diligence with clients
shipping or delivering such goods and would advocate and promote a risk management culture,
especially as regards overnight parking of goods – for example not leaving loaded vehicles / trailers
unattended and/or park in appropriate locations rather than on the side of the road, or at industrial
estates etc.
In general, as per the Insurance Policy for the Carrier’s Liability, a specific anti-theft clause is included.
Excess is 20% if the driver is (1) not continuously monitoring of the vehicle or (2) anti-theft device is
not always active.
Other security recommendations:
• Use of tracking device
• Documented emergency procedure in case of incidents
• use of trailer immobilisation device
Equipping vehicles with anti-theft devices to prevent unsecured parking even in the event of
unplanned stops (kingpin lock, door locks, other mechanical locks or electronic immobilizer).
All of the above requirements are in the domain of the carrier. With the terms of our insurance policy
we require the handling of a good master with goods, caring for safety in the parking lots, a parking
ban on ill-marked and unoccupied parking lots....
Security spent is best commensurate with the nature and value of the goods. The lane the cargo will
travel will also be a factor but while it best to have real consistent operating procedures, the more
robust measures make more sense for theft-attractive, high value cargo.
Even if the goods are not valuable, there is a risk of theft and violence against the driver, and the risk
of theft of the vehicle itself.
Source: Section II.1.a of the questionnaire for insurance companies
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Table 2.2.b

List of remarks on additional security requirements requested by
insurance companies (high value goods)

High value goods (> 8,33 SDR per kg)
• Fully enclosed metal body truck (for FTL Shipment)
• Information keep “need to know” basis
• Tamper evident seal (for FTL shipment)
• Engine immobiliser when engine shut down
• Electronic alarm activated by central lock
• Trailer cannot be left unattended (for FTL shipment)
• Trailer alarm (acoustic activated by unauthorized opening of trailer door) – for FTL shipment
• Driver check list
Again the response to this question is also subjective. Some of the above may be specified on a
specific policy, but some would not. Further, just because something is worth more than CMR
limitation does not mean that it is prone to theft or is theft attractive [e.g. large piece of industrial
machinery] so the value is not always the driver.
Most are essential best practice / risk management but again it does not mean these would be
stipulated as part of the policy cover. Such aspects would tend to be picked up in the presentation of
the risk or by a survey visit, meeting or correspondence with the client [desk top review]; with
agreements reached as to what should be introduced / implemented – though this may not sit on the
policy as a warranty.
It would not be enough to keep a list of “secure” parking locations – what secure means would also
be defined by listing of required security features, such as controlled entry and exit [access controls],
fencing, lighting, CCTV, guarding etc. – as below.
In furtherance of defining if a parking location is secure it should be certified, with the level of security
specified. Preferably independently audited to maintain certification.
Driver vetting would be suggested.
Management processes that support the standard operating procedure – a risk management culture.
I.e. the management of the process is more important than the process itself.
Use of hard side vehicles / appropriate locks [including remote locking systems] and other detection
devices / monitoring or tracking systems.
Possible use of escorts – covert or overt.
Double manning vehicles.
Use of own depot network for parking instead of commercial / independent parking locations.
Possibly pre-booking of parking locations – and also payment of parking on account, rather than by
cash via driver.
Collection protocols – ensuring correct party collects the consignment.
GPS Security system, two drivers, direct and daily trip, anti-jamming system, cctv cameras inside the
cab, stops in surveyed areas with entrances under control. Of course, the requirements may vary
depending on the length of the journey, values, type of goods.
• Use of tracking device
• Documented emergency procedure in case of incidents
• Use of trailer immobilisation device
• No use of tarpaulin trailers.
• Pre-trip route planning or use of a second driver to avoid any stops.
• Use of a GPS surveillance system to track vehicle and cargo at all times.
In the transport of goods of higher value, as well as in the case of alcohol transport, cigarettes require
an additional escort of a freight vehicle.
Active tracking by an entity that can intervene in a timely and effective manner is critical. Ideally
when transporting target commodities, team drivers that can allow for virtual nonstop transit or at
least having someone attending the vehicle at all times is a good “best” practice. Of course you can
argue that having an embedded tracking device monitored continually is better in that it costs less
and is not prone to human vagaries.
Extra measures as for example as in road security toolkit
Source: Section II.1.b of the questionnaire for insurance companies
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d. Suitable parking area
The insurance companies were asked to state their opinion on the characteristics
that should make a truck parking a ‘suitable’4 parking.
The requirement “External fencing or alternative barrier or closed-circuit
television system (CCTV) covering the whole perimeter of the site” and the
requirement ‘Indication of availability of services and opening hours’ are
considered necessary and essential by nearly all respondents (see figure 2.2,
score 91%).
Also “site surveillance” and “sanitary facilities” were seen as important
requirements.
On the other hand, a suitable parking area could do without ‘Picnic tables’ and
‘Waste bins’. This was understandable from the point of view of insurance
companies. Table 2.3 contains the remarks made on this part of the
questionnaire.
Figure 2.2

Opinions of insurance companies regarding what is needed for a truck
parking area to be ‘suitable’

Source: Section II.2 of the questionnaire for insurance companies

4

“Suitable” here means: a parking where truck drivers can take their long rest in the truck’s
cabin.
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Table 2.3

Check list of “Suitable Parking Area” according to insurance companies

Description
External fencing or alternative barrier or closed-circuit television system
(CCTV) covering the whole perimeter of the site.
Site surveillance through regular security check unless CCTV is in place.
Clear indication and lighting of the entry and exit perimeter as well as of all
pedestrian zones at all times.
Emergency contact point.
Available, working and clean sanitary facilities, including toilets, showers,
washing/laundry.
Food and shopping, such as kitchen facilities or restaurant, coffee shops,
buffet or vending machines.
Picnic tables and shelter against rain or sun.
Waste bins of adequate type and capacity.
Electricity connection.
Internet connection, telephone/printer/copier.
Indication of availability of services and opening hours.
Information on the security level of the TPA.
Source: Section II.2 of the questionnaire for insurance companies

Table 2.4

Score

91%
91%
73%
64%
91%
45%
27%
36%
73%
45%
91%
82%

Remarks by insurance companies concerning the check list of “Suitable
Parking Area”

Sufficient CCTV to cover the entire area of the trailer yard
There is a difference between safe and secure parking locations – in some instances safe parking would
suffice, but is also deficient. For example in poor weather when areas of refuge are required to remove
vehicles from the highway.
If CCTV is available there should also be 25/7 security checking (we sometimes have CCTV in place and
nobody attending)
• Security requirements for parking areas could be divided into three categories: low, moderate and
high risks (acc. to TAPA classification)
• TAPA TSR-Standards should be implemented
Source: Section II.2 of the questionnaire for insurance companies

e. Opinions from Insurance Companies
Further, the insurance companies were asked to state their opinion on
miscellaneous truck parking related topics. Respondents were asked to rate a
number of statements. Their score was set ‘1’ in case the respondent was in
complete disagreement (“Nonsense”) with the proposition. If the respondent
completely agreed with the statement (“Yes”!), this was scored as “5”.
An average score below ‘3’ means that the majority of the respondent disagree
and a score above ‘3’ a majority agrees with the proposition (see figure 2.3).
The more extreme the average value i.e. more close to ‘1’ or ‘5’, the more
consistent the insurer’s opinion is. Also the bandwidth between which the
opinions vary is given. The bandwidth shows the lowest and the highest score
noted for a certain statement.
All scores showed a significant bandwidth (see table 2.5). This meant that the
opinions range from a strong disagreement on the one end and a strong
agreement at the other end. Table 2.6 contained the responses on this section
of the questionnaire.
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Figure 2.3

Opinions on truck parking related statements

Numbers correspond with the numbers in table 2.5.
Source: Section II.3 of the questionnaire for insurance companies

Table 2.5

The opinion of insurance companies on truck parking related topics

No. Proposition
1
An audit of the security and service level of a TPA by a third party should be
forced by legislation.
2
Every TPA with “closed dedicated truck slots” should have an online slot
booking service.
3
3a. In case EC bans regular weekly rest in the cabin, there are enough safe
and
secure parking areas in EU to park the truck during your
weekly rest at the hotel.
3b. The transport company easily find satisfactory accommodation for
spending regular weekly rest outside the vehicle in EU Member States.
3c. There are enough information sources to find available parking slots and
to book accommodation.
4
It is not the task of the government i.e. (traffic) police, to monitor TPAs.
5
6

Parking at TPAs by truck drivers while waiting for a new trip assignment is
not a major problem.
The driver has to pay for secure parking.

7

The optimal TPA is a combination of free (without tariff) parking slots with
basic facilities and a section with closed dedicated slots with additional
facilities and a special parking tariff.
8
The provision of a sufficient number of free parking slots is a task for the
government and not for a private company.
9
The provision of a sufficient number of “Suitable Parking Areas” is a task for
a private company.
10 A TPA should financially be self-supporting, that is with a positive balance
between costs and revenues. The revenues are tariffs paid by TPA-users
(truck drivers).
11 Like an ISO-standard, the security and service level should be monitored
regularly by a third party.
Source: Section II.3 of the questionnaire for insurance companies

Table 2.6

Score

Range

3,73

2-5

3,64

2-5

2,64

1-5

2,82

1-5

3,00

2-5

2,90

2-4

2,60

1-4

2,64

1-5

3,45

2-5

3,50

2-4

2,50

1-4

3,70

2-5

4,27

2-5

Remarks by insurance companies concerning statements regarding truck
parking area related topics
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The government can invite private enterprise to invest and develop secure parking. Charges can be
imposed and applied to users.
Q2. Not every vehicle needs secure parking – as some goods are not possible to steal due to their size,
or are simply undesirable so I would say not “every”, but if closed slots = high security for high value
goods only then possibly OK. However, there is also a counter argument that says by having dedicated
secure slots will highlight which vehicles are carrying high value goods to thieves, which they will simply
target [hijack] after leaving the secure parking location. I would prefer the entire truck park to be secure,
rather than part of it.
Q3. This procedure re weekly rest is also utter nonsense – it actively promotes cargo crime by forcing
loaded trailers to be parked unattended whilst drivers reside in accommodation.
Q5. It is not a major problem for cargo security as if they are waiting for a new assignment then by
definition they are empty, likewise if they are at a TPA then they are not causing a nuisance to the
residents either by parking in inappropriate locations.
Q6. Secure parking should be paid for, but not by the driver directly, but by his employer on account.
Q7. I can see the logic in having free slots and secure paid for slots, but this highlights which goods have
high value goods in them from those that do not – making them easier to identify by thieves. I would
prefer all parking to be made secure.
Q10. Truck companies should provide the revenue to TPA rather than drivers – except for drinks / food
and other services if charged separately to the parking and are not included in the parking charge.
A small increase in road tax – that must be ring fenced by government and not frittered away on other
projects – could be used to fund the construction / development of new secure parking locations and/or
provide a grant to exist TPA’s to upgrade their facilities, so that they do not have the prohibitive
investment costs associated with the same.
This would create a public / private partnership with governments facilitating improved planning
permission processes – i.e. avoidance of red tape and spurious rejections of applications from complaints,
but with industry funding the development or upgrade of sites via a small taxation increase.
A number of carriers I have mentioned this to would accept this as it avoids long running issues on
responsibility, cost, and the inability to find land and obtain planning permission to develop these, and/or
the cost of investment required from existing operators and anticipated ROI.
If government could smooth the planning consent, and industry creates a fund for the development of
such locations via a grant system then I can see this solving a problem. Obviously, there would need to
be the legislated certified auditing process to ensure the funds / development were spent as intended
and the sites meet a pre-defined standard for secure parking. E.G. TAPA PSR, LABELS, ESPORG
whichever.
I would suggest any legislation requires the TPA to dedicate a % of turnover to reinvestment and upgrade
in the security measures employed thereafter [possibly as a prerequisite of receiving any grant or funding
for the initial development / upgrade] to maintain standards / certification and the changing world.
Above questions would appear to be more in scope for a trucking company than for an insurer as they
imply the daily handling of their activity.
In our case, this is a small insurance company, but we have a lot of experience. As already mentioned,
under our conditions, the insurance policy excludes bad parking practices in unclean, abandoned parking
lots. The carrier is also expected to take care of the truck and goods during stopovers. However, we are
aware that there are very few protected areas and proper parking spaces for stops throughout EU
territory. We are very pleased if something will change in the future. We are ready to work with our
proposals.
Please don’t forget what everything already has been realised in behalf of secured tpa’s and levels of
security (label, roadsec toolkit a.s.o.) Don’t try to invent it again, use those to make it compliant for the
future again.
Source: Section II.3 of the questionnaire for insurance companies
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ii.

Main findings
a. CMR-limit

The CMR-liability value of 8,33 SDR per kilogram of cargo was crucial:
• Below this value, the insurers responded that they impose just few
security requirements on the transport operators. Two of the respondents
impose no requirements at all.
• Above this value, the following security measures were required:
o Two way communication;
o Geofencing;
o List approved parkings;
o Pre-trip planning;
o Avoiding black spots.
In case of transport of goods above the CMR-limit several additional
requirements were reported.
b. Suitable Parking Area
The insurance companies were asked for their opinion on what a ‘Suitable
Parking Area’ should look like. In their opinion SSTPA should have at least (the
percentage was the relative number of respondents having this option):
• ‘External fencing’ (91%),
• ‘(Indication of) Opening hours’ (91%),
• ‘Site surveillance’ (91%),
• ‘Security level indication of the TPA’ (82%),
• ‘Sanitary facilities’ (91%).
According to insurance companies: ‘Food and shopping’, ‘Picnic tables’ and
‘Waste bins’ were less required for a suitable parking area.
c. Opinions
The main findings concerning the opinion of insurance companies on certain TPA
related topics are listed below. The most important are listed first:
• Like ISO-standards, the security and service level should be monitored
regularly by a third party.
• The provision of a sufficient number of ‘Suitable Parking Areas’ should
not be a task for a private company.
• An audit of security and service level of a TPA by a third party should be
forced by legislation. However, according to some respondents the
monitoring itself should not be a task of a governmental institution.
• The optimal TPA should be a combination of free (no fee) parking slots
with basic facilities combined with a closed section with dedicated slots
with additional facilities and a special parking fee.
• The driver should not to pay for secure parking.
Concerning the following topics the respondents’ answers varied:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every TPA with ‘closed dedicated truck slots’ should have an online slot
booking service.
In case EC bans regular weekly rest in the cabin, there are not enough
safe and secure parking areas in EU to park the truck during your weekly
rest at the hotel.
The transport company does not easily find satisfactory accommodation
for spending regular weekly rest outside the vehicle in EU Member States.
There are enough information sources to find available parking slots and
to book accommodation.
It is the task of the government i.e. (traffic) police, to monitor TPAs.
Parking at TPAs by truck drivers while waiting for a new trip assignment
is a major problem.
The provision of a sufficient number of free parking slots is a task for the
government and not for a private company.
A TPA should financially be self-supporting, i.e. with a positive balance
between costs and revenues. The revenues are fees paid by TPA-users
(truck drivers).
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10.

Conclusions

The survey illustrates the opinions of five key stakeholder groups. The sample
is deemed representative and the needs and requests of drivers, transport
companies, shippers, parking operators and insurance companies are
adequately reflected.
The following trends result from the survey:
Driver needs
A considerable number of drivers need a more specialised or better secure
parking app. Drivers need a secure rest and a satisfactory service level while at
rest. Drivers like to spend the night in the cabin in a secure environment. A
significant number of drivers are willing to pay for secure parking, especially for
night and weekly rests.
Most drivers did not know the value of the goods that they transferred.
Number of truck parking areas
There is a lack of parking areas, including safe and secure parking areas, in
Europe.
Information on truck parking areas
Drivers and transport companies demand reliable information on security and
services on truck parking areas.
Standardized and comparable criteria for assessing truck parking areas
There is a need for a common security standard for safe and secure parking
areas.
Drivers and transport companies agree that sanitary services are the most
essential ones on truck parking areas.
Decision to park
In one third of the cases the driver decides to go to a Safe and Secure Truck
Parking Areas, in two thirds of the cases it is the employer.
Safe and secure truck parking areas are mainly used for daily or weekly rests.
Investment in safe and secure parking areas
Transport companies request public authorities to ensure the setup of secure
parking infrastructures. At the same time, the private sector is willing to invest
in safe and secure parking areas.
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Business model for safe and secure parking areas
The business models of safe and secure truck parking areas are either standalone (focused on security) or mixed (including various optional services, in the
context of which security is a trigger or an add-on).
Security elements represent a significant extra-cost when setting up and
operating an SSTPA.
Further information
The website http://sstpa.eu-study.eu provides detailed information on a
European standard for safe and secure truck parking areas, a manual for
operators, an EU-wide mapping of safe and secure parking areas and several
additional information on the subject.
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11.

Annex with the questionnaires
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Annex 1a.

Questionnaire for Drivers: general
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Important: This form is to be completed by you, the driver, and reflects your own opinion.
Section I: Some general information (for classification purposes only!).

Date:_________

Location:_________

Gender and age
Country of origin of the company of your employer

Male/Female *)

age: _____

Company name

________________

Email

_______________________________________

Usual working territory/region

North, East, South, West Europe *): ________________________

Where do you get your information on (secure) parking areas?
Which apps, website or website do you use for this purpose?
Which new apps or other means would you like to have?
*) Circle the appropriate option.
Section II. Type of cargo transported by you (please think of a typical and specific single trip)
Trip characteristics

Origin:………………………………. /Destination:…………………………………

Trip length (single trip distance)

…………….kms

Type of goods

High value electronics/High value other: ……………………………/Low value *)

Estimated value of the total truck load

………….………….euros/ I do not know *)

Type of truck

Truck/truck-trailer combination/truck-semitrailer combination *)

Type of cargo unit

Box/Container/Tautliner (tarpaulin)/Tank/other:______________________ *)

If you do not stay at truck parkings: NO FUTHER QUESTIONS (go to end of the questionnaire)!
Section III.1. Your willingness to pay for secure truck parking
For short break

Never

Only when loaded

Always

O *)

O

O

For long night rest

O

O

O

For long weekly rest

O

O

O

For waiting for next transport assignment

O

O

O

Number of stops at
parkings per month

Secure parking
needed?

Short stay for a drink or visit toilet

……..

Y/N *)

Tachograph, driving time (legal liability)

……..

Y/N

Direct order of “my boss”

……..

Y/N

Waiting for next trip (transport assignment)

……..

Y/N

Section III.2. Your reasons for parking at a parking area (estimates per month)

Other reasons (please describe):
Section III.3. Truck parking capacity along your standard route
Are there sufficient slots5 for normal (free of charge) truck parking slots
?
Number of secure truck parking slots?

Not sufficient on
weekdays / weekends

Close to
sufficient

More than sufficient

O *)

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Remarks:
Section III.4. Information systems you want to have available

Not necessary

Neutral

Essential

A free of charge, up-to-date and verified truck parking info-system

O

O

O

Pre-arrival booking system

O

O

O

Pre-arrival parking tariff paying system

O

O

O

Ticketing and receipt system at the truck parking

O

O

O

Other (please describe):

5

O

A truck slot: an area for parking just one truck
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Section III.4. Consider:
What is security for you?
External fencing, cameras, barriers

Y/N *)

Site surveillance through regular security check.

Y/N

Clear indication and lighting of the entry and exit.

Y/N

Emergency contact point.

Y/N

Other (describe):
What services are important for you?

Y/N

Sanitary facilities, toilets, showers.

Y/N

Washing/laundry facilities.

Y/N

Picnic tables, restaurant, vending machines.

Y/N

Internet connection.

Y/N

Other (describe):
Section IV. Average tariffs paid by you for (secure) truck
parking

Average tariff per stay

Paid (back)/ reimbursed by your
company

Western Europe

……….euros/hour

Y/N*)

Eastern Europe

……….euros/hour

Y/N

Northern Europa

……….euros/hour

Y/N

Southern Europe

……….euros/hour

Y/N

……….euros/hour

Y/N

Other area/region (please describe):
_______________
Section V. Your opinions (mark the appropriate opinion option)

Nonsense!

Not
agree

Neutral

Agree

Yes!

1

There a need for truck parking slot reservation.

O

O

O

O

O

2

2a.
In case EC bans regular weekly rest in the cabin, there are enough
safe and secure parking areas in EU to park the truck during your weekly rest
at the hotel.

O

O

O

O

O

2b.
You or your boss easily find satisfactory accommodation for spending
regular weekly rest outside the vehicle in EU Member States.

O

O

O

O

O

2c.
There are enough information sources used by you or your boss, the
transport operator, to find available parking slots and to book accommodation.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

3

Stowaways in the truck trailer (trafficking) is a major problem.

4

The published/free information about (secure) parking areas is not correct and
not up to date.

5

The shipper/ transport company*) should pay for secure parking.

6

The driver has to pay for secure parking.
Other points you like to mention:
………………………………………………………………………………

Remarks:
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Annex 1b.
Dutch)

Questionnaire

for

Female

drivers

(in

Introductie
Op dit moment zijn er geen vastgestelde standaarden voor veiligheid en service
op nachtparkeerplaatsen voor vrachtwagenchauffeurs in de EU. Daarom zijn er
grote verschillen tussen de parkeerplaatsen. In opdracht van de Europese
Commissie doet Panteia samen met Europese partners onderzoek om een
standaard te kunnen ontwikkelen. Hiervoor vragen we onder andere om
ervaringen en inbreng van mannelijke en vrouwelijke vrachtwagenchauffeurs.
Het invullen van de enquête duurt ongeveer 15 minuten en jouw reacties blijven
anoniem. Hartelijk dank voor de medewerking!
Algemeen
1. Wat is je geslacht?
• Vrouw
• Man > indien gekozen enquête afsluiten
2. Wat is je leeftijd?
3. Neem een typische rit die je maakt in gedachten.
a. Wat is het vertrekpunt (stad/streek)?:
b. Wat is de bestemming (stad/streek)?:
c. Wat is de gemiddelde afstand in km van vertrekpunt tot
bestemming?:
d. Wat is de waarde van jouw gemiddelde vracht:
• waardevolle elektronische vracht, namelijk…
• andersoortig waardevolle vracht, namelijk…
• niet waardevolle vracht, namelijk…
4. Stop je tijdens je werk als chauffeur wel eens op een parkeerplaats?
• Ja
• Nee > indien gekozen door naar vraag 18.
5. Met welk doel stop je dan? <meerdere antwoorden mogelijk>
• Plaspauze
• Om te eten of drinken
• Rij- en rusttijden
• Op aanwijzing van werkgever
• In afwachting van nieuwe opdracht
• Overnachting
• Anders, namelijk…
6. Maak je langere internationale ritten met overnachtingen op
parkeerplaatsen?
• Ja > indien gekozen vragenset 11-14 stellen
• Nee, maar in het verleden wel > indien gekozen door naar vraag
9.
• Nee, ook niet in het verleden > indien gekozen door naar vraag
9.
7. Op wat voor parkeerplaats stop je voor een overnachting? <meerdere
antwoorden mogelijk>
• Parkeerplaats bij een pompstation
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• Parkeerplaats langs de (snel)weg
• Parkeerplaats bij een klant
• Nachtparkeerplaats voor vrachtwagenchauffeurs
• Anders, namelijk…
8. Welk soort parkeerplaats heeft jouw voorkeur om te overnachten en
waarom?
• Parkeerplaats bij een pompstation > vraag om toelichting
waarom (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Parkeerplaats langs de (snel)weg > vraag om toelichting waarom
(ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Parkeerplaats bij een klant > vraag om toelichting waarom (ook
optie voor geen toelichting)
• Nachtparkeerplaats voor vrachtwagenchauffeurs > vraag om
toelichting waarom
• Anders, namelijk > vraag om toelichting waarom (ook optie voor
geen toelichting)
Indien geen stops voor overnachting/langere internationale ritten (n.a.v.
response op vraag 6):
9. Waarom maak je geen langere internationale ritten (meer) met
overnachtingen op parkeerplaatsen? <open vraag>
10.Je maakt op dit moment geen langere internationale ritten met
overnachtingen. In hoeverre heeft dit te maken met veiligheid en
service op nachtparkeerplaatsen?
a. In hoeverre ben je het eens met de volgende stelling:
Onvoldoende veiligheid op nachtparkeerplaatsen is een
belangrijke reden om niet (meer) internationaal te rijden.
• Helemaal mee eens
• Mee eens
• Niet mee eens, niet mee oneens
• Mee oneens
• Zeer mee oneens
b. In hoeverre ben je het eens met de volgende stelling:
Onvoldoende service op nachtparkeerplaatsen is een belangrijke
reden om niet (meer) internationaal te rijden.
• Helemaal mee eens
• Mee eens
• Niet mee eens, niet mee oneens
• Mee oneens
• Zeer mee oneens
c. Ik heb (nog) een andere reden om geen langere internationale
ritten (meer) te maken, namelijk… <open vraag>
11.Heb je persoonlijke ervaring met onveilige situaties op parkeerplaatsen?
• Dagelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Wekelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Maandelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Jaarlijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
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• Nooit
12.Heb je persoonlijke ervaring met onvoldoende service op
parkeerplaatsen?
• Dagelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Wekelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Maandelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Jaarlijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Nooit
13.Stel je voor dat je wel langere internationale ritten maakt en je moet
overnachten op een nachtparkeerplaats voor vrachtwagenchauffeurs.
a. Welke voorzieningen of maatregelen zijn voor jou als vrouw
zijnde belangrijk om te zorgen voor veiligheid op een
nachtparkeerplaats? (denk aan: verlichting, omheining of
bewaking) <open vraag>
b. Welke voorzieningen of maatregelen zijn voor jou als vrouw
zijnde belangrijk om te zorgen voor voldoende service op een
nachtparkeerplaats? (denk aan: (inrichting van) sanitair,
eetgelegenheid of wasgelegenheid) <open vraag> > door naar
vraag 18.
Indien wel overnachting/langere internationale ritten (n.a.v. response op vraag
2):
14.Je maakt langere internationale ritten waarbij je moet overnachten op
parkeerplaatsen. Heb je persoonlijke ervaring met onveilige situaties op
nachtparkeerplaatsen?
• Dagelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Wekelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Maandelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Jaarlijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Nooit
15.Heb je persoonlijke ervaring met onvoldoende service op
nachtparkeerplaatsen?
• Dagelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Wekelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Maandelijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen
toelichting)
• Jaarlijks > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Nooit
16.Welke voorzieningen of maatregelen zijn voor jou als vrouw zijnde
belangrijk om te zorgen voor veiligheid op een nachtparkeerplaats?
<open vraag> (denk aan: verlichting, omheining of bewaking)
17.Welke voorzieningen of maatregelen zijn voor jou als vrouw zijnde
belangrijk om te zorgen voor voldoende service op een
nachtparkeerplaats? (denk aan: (inrichting van) sanitair, eetgelegenheid
of wasgelegenheid) <open vraag>
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Algemeen
18.Deze vraag gaat niet over parkeerplaatsen, maar over situaties
daarbuiten. Maak je wel eens onveilige situaties mee tijdens jouw werk
als vrachtwagenchauffeur?
• Ja > vraag om toelichting (ook optie voor geen toelichting)
• Nee
19.Is het vak van vrachtwagenchauffeur minder aantrekkelijk voor
vrouwen dan voor mannen?
• Ja
• Nee
20.Wat zou er volgens jou gedaan moeten worden om het vak van
vrachtwagenchauffeur aantrekkelijker te maken voor vrouwen? <open
vraag>
21.Heb je nog overige opmerkingen?
• Nee
• Ja, namelijk…
22.Mogen wij jou in de toekomst ook voor andere onderzoeken rond
vrouwelijke vrachtwagenchauffeurs benaderen?
• Ja
• Nee > door naar afronding
23.Graag noteren we daarvoor je e-mailadres en telefoonnummer.
Afronding
Dit is het einde van de enquête. Hartelijk dank voor jouw medewerking.
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Annex 1c.
Dutch)

Interview checklist for Female drivers (in

Introductie
Op dit moment zijn er geen vastgestelde veiligheidsstandaarden voor ‘safe and
secure parking’ voor vrachtwagenchauffeurs in de EU. Daarom zijn er grote
verschillen tussen de parkeerplaatsen. In opdracht van de Europese Commissie
doet Panteia samen met Europese partners onderzoek om een standaard te
kunnen ontwikkelen. Hiervoor is onder andere een enquête uitgezet. Maar deze
is enkel door mannelijke chauffeurs ingevuld. Omdat we zeker willen zijn dat de
standaard voldoet aan essentiële wensen van de hele beroepsgroep, willen we
ook met vrouwelijke chauffeurs spreken. Vandaar dit interview.
Het interview zal maximaal 30 minuten in beslag nemen. Het zal geheel anoniem
behandeld worden; nergens zullen uw uitspraken herleidbaar naar u zijn. Graag
stuur ik het verslag van het gesprek ter controle naar u op.
1. Hoe ziet een typische rit er voor jou uit?
• Vertrekpunt en bestemming:
• Afstand in km (one-way):
• Waarde van vracht: waardevolle electronische vracht,
andersoortig waardevolle vracht, niet waardevolle vracht
2. Stop je tijdens je werk als chauffeur wel eens op een parkeerplaats? Zo
ja, waarom stop je dan/met welk doel? (bijvoorbeeld: plaspauze,
drinkpauze, tachograaf, op aanwijzing van werkgever, in afwachting van
nieuwe opdracht)
3. Stop je ook wel eens voor een overnachting? Waarom wel/niet?
4. Maak je ook langere internationale ritten? Waarom wel/niet?
Indien geen overnachting c.q. langere internationale ritten:
5. Wat zijn voor jou een noodzakelijke voorwaarden om langere
internationale ritten te maken?
6. Veiligheid
• In hoeverre zijn veilige overnachtingsfaciliteiten hierin van
belang?
• Ook ervaring met onveilige situatie tijdens het nachtparkeren?
Kun je dat toelichten?
7. Service
• In hoeverre is de voldoende service op overnachtingsfaciliteiten
hierin van belang?
• Ook ervaring met onvoldoende service tijdens het nachtparkeren?
Kun je dat toelichten?
8. Stel je voor dat je wel langere internationale ritten maakt en je moet
overnachten op parkeerplaatsen.
• Wat zou voor jou als vrouw zijnde belangrijk zijn op het gebied
van veiligheid? (Dus: waar denk je dat de behoefte van vrouwen
kan verschillen van de behoefte van mannen?)
Denk aan:
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•

Wat zou voor jou als vrouw zijnde belangrijk zijn op het gebied
van service? (Dus: waar denk je dat de behoefte van vrouwen
kan verschillen van de behoefte van mannen?)

Indien wel overnachting c.q. langere internationale ritten:
Je maakt langere internationale ritten waarbij je moet overnachten op
parkeerplaatsen.
9. Veiligheid
• Heb je ervaring met onveilige situaties tijdens het nachtparkeren?
Kun je dat toelichten?
• Wat vind jij als vrouw zijnde belangrijk voor deze parkeerplaatsen
op het gebied van veiligheid? (Dus: waar denk je dat de behoefte
van vrouwen kan verschillen van de behoefte van mannen?)
10.Service
• Heb je ervaring met onvoldoende service tijdens het
nachtparkeren? Kun je dat toelichten?
• Wat vind jij als vrouw zijnde belangrijk voor deze parkeerplaatsen
op het gebied van service? (Dus: waar denk je dat de behoefte
van vrouwen kan verschillen van de behoefte van mannen?)
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Annex 2 Questionnaire for Transport Operators
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Important: This form is to be completed by representatives of the transport operator and reflects
the company’s opinion.
Section I: Characteristics of the company (for classification purposes only)
I.1. Identification

Name (or anonymous)

Location and country

Date

I.2. Size characteristics
Number of trucks larger than 3,5 tonnes

O

1-5*)

O

6-10

O

11-50

O More than 50
O More than 50

Number of employees

O

1-5

O

6-10

O

11-50

Number of drivers

O

1-5

O

6-10

O

11-50

Yearly revenue from transport activities

O Less than €1
mln

I.3. Main transport activities

General cargo/
N.A.**)

Number of trips per year

O €1-3 mln
Containers
/N.A.

……….

Average freight rate per km

……….

…….euros/km

Average (loaded) distance typical single trip

…….euros/km

O More than 50

O €3-10 mln

O more than €5 mln

Other:________

Total

……….
…….euros/km

……….
…….euros/km

…… kms

…… kms

…… kms

Western
European

Eastern
European

Northern
European

Southern
European

Total

Small shippers/ freight forwarders

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Large shippers/ freight forwarders

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Other transport operators (incl. sub-contracting)

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Others (please describe):

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

I.4. Main clients
Revenue collected from:

…………………..

Total

…… kms

*) Circle the appropriate option. **) N.A.= Not applicable

Section II: Parking of trucks
II.1. Purpose of stay

Short coffee/lunch break

Long night rest

Long weekly rest

Number of rests per year

………. Rests

………. Rests

………. Rests

Average duration of stay

………. Hours

………. Hours

………. Hours

Average tariff per truck stay

Short coffee/lunch break
Western Europe:
Eastern Europe
Northern Europe
Southern Europe

II.2. Paying parking tariffs

Long night rest

Long weekend rest

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

….….. euros/stay

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

Low/high *) security

Short coffee/lunch break

Long night rest

Long weekend rest

Driver pays for himself without reimbursement

O

O

O

Driver pays for himself with reimbursement

O

O

O

Tariffs are prepaid by company with:
Fuel cards
Credit cards
Other means (describe)

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

Other:

O

O

O

Remarks
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II.3 Check list “Suitable Parking Area”: What is security for you (please mark the options)?
O

External fencing covering the whole perimeter of the parking area.

O

Site surveillance by guards or CCTV in place.

O

Clear indication and lighting of the entry and exit perimeter as well as of all pedestrian zones at all times.

O

Emergency contact point.

O

Sanitary facilities, including toilets, showers, washing/laundry.

O

Food and shopping, such as kitchen facilities or restaurant, coffee shops, buffet or vending machines.

O

Waste bins of adequate type and capacity.

O

Electricity connection.

O

Internet connection, WIFI.

O

Indication of availability of services and opening hours.

O

Other (please describe):

Section III: Opinions
III. Item (mark your opinion)

Nonsen
se!

Not
agree

Neutral

Agree

Yes!

1

An audit of security and service level of a TPA by a third party should be forced
by legislation.

O

O

O

O

O

2

Every TPA with “closed dedicated truck slots” should have an online slot booking
service.

O

O

O

O

O

3

3a.
In case EC bans regular weekly rest in the cabin, there are enough safe
and secure parking areas in EU to park the truck during your weekly rest at the
hotel.

O

O

O

O

O

3b.
You or your boss easily find satisfactory accommodation for spending
regular weekly rest outside the vehicle in EU Member States.

O

O

O

O

O

3c.
There are enough information sources used by you, to find available
parking slots and to book accommodation for your drivers.

O

O

O

O

O

4

It is not the task of the government i.e. (traffic) police, to monitor truck parking
areas.

O

O

O

O

O

5

Parking at TPAs by truck drivers while waiting for a new trip assignment is not a
major problem.

O

O

O

O

O

6

The driver has to pay for secure parking.

O

O

O

O

O

7

The optimal TPA is a combination of free (without tariff) parking slots with basic
facilities and a section with closed dedicated slots with additional facilities and a
special parking tariff.

O

O

O

O

O

8

The provision of a sufficient number of free parking slots is a task for the
government and not for a private company.

O

O

O

O

O

9

The provision of a sufficient number of “Suitable Parking Areas” (see annex) is a
task for a private company.

O

O

O

O

O

10

A TPA should financially be self-supporting, that is with a positive balance
between costs and revenues. The revenues are tariffs paid by TPA-users (truck
drivers).

O

O

O

O

O

11

Like an ISO-standard, the security and service level should be monitored
regularly by a third party.

O

O

O

O

O

12

Access to proper and sufficient parking areas should be covered by the heavy
cost of tolls paid by road transport operators for the use of infrastructure.

O

O

O

O

O

Please feel free to add propositions:

Remarks:
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Annex 3 Questionnaire for Shippers
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Remark:
There is no special questionnaire for freight forwarders. Representatives of these companies
may use the shipper’s questionnaire with the following addition in section I (or use the transport
operator questionnaire when this is more appropriate).
Please make also notes if this is essential for a proper understanding of your company’s
situation.
I.5 Your main clients:
Revenue collected from:

Western
European

Eastern
European

Northern
European

Southern
European

Total

Small shippers
Secure parking requested?

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

100%

Big shippers
Secure parking requested?

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

100%

Consolidations/groupage
Secure parking requested?

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

100%

Others (please describe):
Secure parking requested?

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

……….%
Y/S/N*)

100%

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Total:
I.6 Operating your own truck fleet? Y/N

If “N”, then continue with section II

Number of trucks larger than 3,5 tonnes

1-5*)

O

6-10

O

11-50

O More than 50

Number of employees

O

1-5

O

6-10

O

11-50

O More than 50

Number of drivers

O

1-5

O

6-10

O

11-50

O More than 50

O €3-10 mln

O more than €5
mln

Yearly revenue from transport activities
I.7. Main transport activities

O

O Less than €1 mln

O €1-3 mln

General cargo/ N.A.**)

Containers /N.A.

Other:____________

Total

……….

……….

……….

……….

Number of trips per year
Average freight rate per km
Average (loaded) distance typical single trip

…….euros/km
…… kms

…….euros/km
…… kms

…….euros/km

…….euros/km

…… kms

…… kms

*) Select the appropriate option; “S”= Sometimes
**) N.A.: Not applicable
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Important: This form is to be completed by representatives of the shipper and reflects the
company’s opinion.
Section I: Characteristics of the company (for classification purposes only)
I.1. Identification

Name

Location and country

Date

________________

________________

________________

I.2. Your company characteristics
Number of (full) truck shipments per year

O

Number of employees
Yearly revenue from transport activities
I.3. Your main activities

1-50*)
O

O

1-5

O Less than
€1 mln

I.4. Transports contracted out to:

O More than 500

11-50

O More than 50
O more than
€5 mln

Other:____________

Total

……….

…….euros/km

…… kms

100-500

O €3-10 mln

……….

…….euros/km

Average (loaded) single trip distance

O

Containers /N.A.

……….

Average freight rate per km

O

6-10

O €1-3 mln

General cargo/ N.A.**)

Number of trips

50-100

O

……….

…….euros/km

…… kms

…….euros/km

…… kms

…… kms

Western
European

Eastern
European

Northern
European

Southern
European

Total

Small transport operators
Operating their own fleet?

……….%
Y/N*)

……….%
Y/N

……….%
Y/N

……….%
Y/N

100%

Larger transport operators
Operating their own fleet?

……….%
Y/N

……….%
Y/N

……….%
Y/N

……….%
Y/N

100%

Other shippers, freight forwarders

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Others: …………………..

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Total:

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

*) Circle the appropriate option. **) N.A.= Not applicable.

Section II: Security requirements towards the Transport Operator, Freight Forwarder, etc.
II.1. Requirement

Not important

Neutral

Essential

Two way communication during entire trip

O

O

O

Pre-trip route planning (including parking areas), planned route and planned
stops

O

O

O

Geofencing routes of tractors including parking areas

O

O

O

Active avoiding of “black spots”

O

O

O

Maintaining a list of approved secure parking areas

O

O

O

Others (please describe):

O

O

O

II.2. Paying parking tariffs

Short lunch break

Long night rest

Long weekly rest

Contractor pays for himself without reimbursement by the shipper

O

O

O

Contractor pays for himself with reimbursement by the shipper

O

O

O

Parking tariffs are prepaid by the shipper

O

O

O

II.3 Check list “Suitable Parking Area”
O

External fencing covering the whole perimeter of the parking area.

O

Site surveillance by guards or CCTV in place.

O

Clear indication and lighting of the entry and exit perimeter as well as of all pedestrian zones at all times.

O

Emergency contact point.

O

Sanitary facilities, including toilets, showers, washing/laundry.

O

Food and shopping, such as kitchen facilities or restaurant, coffee shops, buffet or vending machines.

O

Waste bins of adequate type and capacity.

O

Electricity connection.

O

Internet connection, WIFI.

O

Indication of availability of services and opening hours.

O

Booking systems.

O

Payments systems.

O

A clear and verified security level description
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O

Other:
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Section III: Opinions
III. Item (mark the appropriate opinion)

Nonsen
se!

Not
agree

Neutral

Agree

Yes!

1

An audit of security and service level of a TPA by a third party should be forced
by legislation.

O

O

O

O

O

2

Every TPA with “closed dedicated truck slots” should have an online slot booking
service.

O

O

O

O

O

3

3a.
In case EC bans regular weekly rest in the cabin, there are enough safe
and secure parking areas in EU to park the truck during your weekly rest at the
hotel.

O

O

O

O

O

3b.
The transport company easily find satisfactory accommodation for
spending regular weekly rest outside the vehicle in EU Member States.

O

O

O

O

O

3c.
There are enough information sources to find available parking slots
and to book accommodation.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

4

It is not the task of the government i.e. (traffic) police, to monitor TPA’s.

5

Parking at TPA’s by truck drivers while waiting for a new trip assignment is not a
major problem.

6

The driver has to pay for secure parking.

7

The optimal TPA is a combination of free (without tariff) parking slots with basic
facilities and a section with closed dedicated slots with additional facilities and a
special parking tariff.

O

O

O

O

O

8

The provision of a sufficient number of free parking slots is a task for the
government and not for a private company.

O

O

O

O

O

9

The provision of a sufficient number of “Suitable Parking Areas” is a task for a
private company.

O

O

O

O

O

10

A TPA should financially be self-supporting, that is with a positive balance
between costs and revenues. The revenues are tariffs paid by TPA-users (truck
drivers).

O

O

O

O

O

Like an ISO-standard, the security and service level should be monitored
regularly by a third party.

O

O

O

O

O

11

Please feel free to add propositions:

Your opinion on secure truck parking areas:
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Annex 4 Questionnaire for Truck Parking Areas
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Important: This form is to be completed by representatives of the truck parking area owner
(TPA) and reflects the company’s opinion.
Section I: Characteristics of the TPA
I.1. Identification

Name

Location and country

Date

(For classification purposes only)

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

O Less than 250.000 euros

O Between 250.000 and 500.000 euros

O More than 500.000 euros

Yearly revenue from TPA*)
Slot6 booking service available?

NO/ YES
If YES, see :……………………………………………………………………………..………

Pre-payment service available for a TPA slot?

NO/YES*)

I.2. Number of slots

Public

Public Dedicated7

Closed Dedicated8

Total

Number of slots for private cars

O

N.A.**)

……….

……….

……….

……….

Number of slots for caravans

O

N.A.

……….

……….

……….

……….

Number of slots for buses

O

N.A.

……….

……….

……….

……….

Number of slots for trucks

……….

……….

……….

……….

I.3. Occupation rate of slots (average per year)

Public

Public Dedicated

Closed Dedicated

Total

Number of slots for private cars

O

N.A.

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

Number of slots for caravans

O

N.A.

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

Number of slots for buses

O

N.A.

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

Number of slots for trucks
I.4. Security and Service
Already certified by a third party? Y/N *)

Details:____________

Security level
Indicate the appropriate number by using the LABEL checklist
http://truckparkinglabel.eu/assets/docs/ToolsAudit/Checklist%20TPA%20Label%2020_10_2010.xls
Service level
Indicate the appropriate number by using the LABEL checklist
http://truckparkinglabel.eu/assets/docs/ToolsAudit/Checklist%20TPA%20Label%2020_10_2010.xls
Has the TPA all of these options (please see/fill-in annex)?

Rating: …….
Rating: ..….
Y/N*)

I.5. Security and Service: Missing facilities (according to the TPA owner or third party certifier)
Security level
(please describe)
Service level
(please describe)
*) Circle the appropriate option.
**) Not applicable.

6
7
8

A slot: a physical space for parking just one vehicle.
Public dedicated: Only to be used by a certain vehicle type, i.e. trucks but not fenced off for other types.
Closed dedicated: Only to be used by a certain vehicle type and fenced off/closed for other types.
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Section II: Parking of trucks
II.1. Dedicated truck parking slots

Per day

Per Week

Per Year

Occupation rate: Average number of truck slots in use

……….%

……….%

……….%

Occupation rate: Peak (maximum) number of slots in use

……….%

……….%

……….%

Reiterating pattern:
If yes then explain: night/day, working days/ weekends,
seasonal

No/Yes *):
________________

No/Yes:
________________

No/Yes:
________________

II.2. Purpose of stay9
Number of truck slots in use
(Horizontal total= 100%)
Number of occupations per year

Short lunch break

Long night rest

Long weekly rest10

Average

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

…………….

…………….

…………….

…………….

Average duration of stay

………. hours

………. hours

………. hours

………. hours

Average revenue/tariff per truck stay

….….. euro’s

….….. euro’s

….….. euro’s

….….. euro’s

Local/regional

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

National

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

Western European

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

Eastern European

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

100%

100%

100%

II.3. Origin of the truck drivers
O*)

Not known

Total

Section III: Investment and operational costs of the truck parking
III.1. Description of Investment
Investment: New TPA/upgrade existing TPA

New/Upgrade *)

If level upgrade:

”old”

“new”

Security level (see also section I.4)

……….

……….

Service level (see also section I.4)

……….

……….

Number of new “closed dedicated truck parking slots”
III.2. Initial investment costs of TPA
Acquiring of (new) territory

………. Slots
Number of items

Costs per item

Total Investment Costs

……….m2

……….euros/m2

……….euros

Infrastructure costs

……….euros

Security equipment costs

……….euros

Other investments costs

……….euros

Total investment costs

……….euros

Total number of truck parking slots

…………truck parking slots

Remarks
III.3. Operational costs of TPA

Total Costs per year

Infrastructure and security equipment costs

……….euros/year

Staff costs

……….euros/year

Associated Taxes and Insurances

……….euros/year

External maintenance costs

……….euros/year

Electricity/water/heating

……….euros/year

Total operational costs per year

……….euros/year

Remarks:

9

If the “purpose of the stay” is not known, please fill in the average.
Including waiting for next transport assignment

10
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III.4. Specific regional characteristics/costs of this TPA:
Counteracting trafficking, additional slots for weekend stay (caruncle) of the driver or waiting for next trip assignment,
etc. (please describe)

……….euros/year
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Section IV: Business model of the TPA and tariff structure
IV.1 Characterization of the TPA*)
Buses accepted?

Y/N*)

O Cross selling or mix11

O Stand-alone TPA
Caravans accepted?

Y/N

Short description of the business model:
IV.2 Tariffs

Public Dedicated

Closed Dedicated

Caravans

O

Public
N.A.

……….euros/hour /N.A.

……….euros/hour /N.A.

Buses

O

N.A.

……….euros/hour /N.A.

……….euros/hour /N.A.

……….euros/hour /N.A.

……….euros/hour /N.A.

Trucks
Remarks:

Section V: Opinions
V.1. Your opinion on parameters of (suitable) parking areas
Toilets available and working.

For short
stop

Stay for the
night

When transporting
value goods

In area with
human trafficking

Y/N**)

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Water taps available and working.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Waste bins available in reasonable amount with enough capacity.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Washing facilities available and working.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Toilets are clean and checked at regular intervals.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Washing facilities are clean and checked at regular intervals.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Showers are available and working.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Shelter against rain or sun near parking area.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Good visibility on parking

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Surveillance checks

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

CCTV

Y/N
Y/N

Y/N
Y/N

Y/N
Y/N

Y/N
Y/N

Fences and barriers

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Gates

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Emergency point

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Only users/truck drivers allowed and parking area staff

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Site manned 24/7

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Registration at entry/exit

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Pre-booking needed

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Separate parking for cars and HGVs clearly indicated.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Separate dangerous goods parking and cargo registration.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Picnic table present at the TPA or alternative like restaurant.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Shop present with bigger variety (food, beverages etc.)

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Fuel station at the site or nearby.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Fax/ copier.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Cash dispenser or alternative at the shop.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Internet provided by TPA operator.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Reservation system.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Laundry at the site or nearby.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Emergency assistance/ (partnership with a) repair shop.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Leisure facilities.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Truck wash at the site or nearby.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Electricity present (for truck: cooling, etc.).

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Indication of availability of services and opening times.

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Others (please describe):

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Lighting

- entry/exit
- driving/ pedestrian lanes
- entry/exit
- around the parking area

“Cross selling or mix”: Apart from the TPA there are other (economic) activities at the site like a fuel pump
or a restaurant.
11
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Remarks:

**) Necessary Y/N? (Circle the appropriate option)

V.2. Item (mark the appropriate opinion)

Nonsense!

Not agree

Neutral

Agree

Yes!

1

An audit of security and service level of a TPA by a third party should be
forced by legislation.

O

O

O

O

O

2

Every TPA with “closed dedicated truck slots” should have an online slot
booking service.

O

O

O

O

O

3

3a.
In case EC bans regular weekly rest in the cabin, there are enough
safe and secure parking areas in EU to park the truck during your weekly rest
at the hotel.

O

O

O

O

O

3b.
The transport company easily find satisfactory accommodation for
spending regular weekly rest outside the vehicle in EU Member States.

O

O

O

O

O

3c.
There are enough information sources to find available parking
slots and to book accommodation.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

4

It is not the task of the government i.e. (traffic) police, to monitor TPAs.

5

Parking at TPAs by truck drivers while waiting for a new trip assignment is
not a major problem.

6

The driver has to pay for secure parking.

7

The optimal TPA is a combination of free (without tariff) parking slots with
basic facilities and a section with closed dedicated slots with additional
facilities and a special parking tariff.

O

O

O

O

O

8

The provision of a sufficient number of free parking slots is a task for the
government and not for a private company.

O

O

O

O

O

9

The provision of a sufficient number of “Suitable Parking Areas” (see annex)
is a task for a private company.

O

O

O

O

O

10

A TPA should financially be self-supporting, that is with a positive balance
between costs and revenues. The revenues are tariffs paid by TPA-users
(truck drivers).

O

O

O

O

O

Like an ISO-standard, the security and service level should be monitored
regularly by a third party.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

11

Others: (please feel free to add propositions)

Section VI: Open questions: Your opinion please.
1

Which new services, not mentioned before (like electric energy charging facilities and CNG-tanking facilities), are you providing or
planning to provide?

2

How do you see the current and future marketing and promotion of the use of (secure) TPAs in general?

3

How do you promote your TPA?

4

How is the business case of your TPA? Is the TPA profitable (enough)?

5

What are the main challenges when running a TPA?

6

What are the main challenges when establishing/building a new SSTPA? What can go wrong?
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7

Related to the above: What are possible solutions for these challenges?

8

From your perspective: Other important issues concerning Safe and Secure Truck Parking Areas (SSTPAs):

Annex: Parking Area Options
Options applicable for your TPA.
Check list
O

External fencing or alternative barrier or closed-circuit television system (CCTV) covering the whole perimeter of the site.

O

Site surveillance through regular security check unless CCTV is in place.

O

Clear indication and lighting of the entry and exit perimeter as well as of all pedestrian zones at all times.

O

Emergency contact point.

O

Available, working and clean sanitary facilities, including toilets, showers, washing/laundry.

O

Food and shopping, such as kitchen facilities or restaurant, coffee shops, buffet or vending machines.

O

Picnic tables and shelter against rain or sun.

O

Waste bins of adequate type and capacity.

O

Electricity connection.

O

Internet connection, telephone/printer/copier.

O

Indication of availability of services and opening hours.

Remarks:
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Annex 5 Questionnaire for Insurance Companies
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Important: This form is to be completed by representatives of the insurance company and
reflects the company’s opinion.
Section I: Insurer characteristics
I.1. Identification

Name
___________________

Location and country

Date

______________________

____________________

I.2. Company characteristics (for classification purposes only)
Yearly revenue from transport insurances

O Less than
€1 mln

O €1-3 mln

O €3-10 mln

O more than
€5 mln

I.3. Main insurances activities
(cargo liability)

General cargo

Liquids/bulk

Containers

Total

Number of insured trucks per year

………./N.A.

………./N.A.

………./N.A.

………./N.A.

……….

……….

……….

……….

…….€/contract

…….€/contract

…….€/contract

…….€/contract

Number of insured truck shipments per year
Average insurance tariff per shipment contract
Other insurance activities (please describe):
I.4. Main clients in the trucking industry

Western European

Eastern European

Northern European

Southern
European

Total

Small transport operators (LT 20 trucks)

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Large transport operators (MT 20 trucks)

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Shippers, freight forwarders

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

Others: …………………..

……….%

……….%

……….%

……….%

100%

*) Circle the appropriate option.

Section II: Parking security requirements towards the insured
II.1.a Security requirements in case of insuring low value cargo (less than 8,3312 SDR per kg)
O

No requirements requested at all *)
Not important

Neutral

Essential

Two way communication during entire trip

O

O

O

Pre-trip route planning (including parking areas), planned route and
planned stops

O

O

O

Geofencing routes of tractors including parking areas

O

O

O

Active avoiding of “black spots”

O

O

O

Maintaining a list of approved secure parking areas with reference to risk
classification of the transported goods

O

O

O

Other (please describe):
II.1.b Security requirement in case of insuring high value cargo (more than 8,33 SDR per kg)
O

No requirements requested at all *)
Not important

Neutral

Essential

Two way communication during entire trip

O

O

O

Pre-trip route planning (including parking areas), planned route and
planned stops

O

O

O

Geofencing routes of tractors including parking areas

O

O

O

Active avoiding of “black spots”

O

O

O

Maintaining a list of approved secure parking areas

O

O

O

Other (please describe):

12

8,33 SDR= 9,30 euros (as per 27 March 2018)
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II.2. Check list “Suitable Parking Area”
O

External fencing or alternative barrier or closed-circuit television system (CCTV) covering the whole perimeter of the site.

O

Site surveillance through regular security check unless CCTV is in place.

O

Clear indication and lighting of the entry and exit perimeter as well as of all pedestrian zones at all times.

O

Emergency contact point.

O

Available, working and clean sanitary facilities, including toilets, showers, washing/laundry.

O

Food and shopping, such as kitchen facilities or restaurant, coffee shops, buffet or vending machines.

O

Picnic tables and shelter against rain or sun.

O

Waste bins of adequate type and capacity.

O

Electricity connection.

O

Internet connection, telephone/printer/copier.

O

Indication of availability of services and opening hours.

O

Information on the security level of the TPA.
Other (please describe):

Section III: Opinions
III.3. Item (mark the appropriate opinion)

Nonsen
se!

Not
agree

Neutral

Agree

Yes!

1

An audition of security and service level of a TPA by a third party should be
forced by legislation.

O

O

O

O

O

2

Every TPA with “closed dedicated truck slots” should have an online slot booking
service.

O

O

O

O

O

3

3a.
In case EC bans regular weekly rest in the cabin, there are enough safe
and secure parking areas in EU to park the truck during your weekly rest at the
hotel.

O

O

O

O

O

3b.
The transport company easily find satisfactory accommodation for
spending regular weekly rest outside the vehicle in EU Member States.

O

O

O

O

O

3c.
There are enough information sources to find available parking slots
and to book accommodation.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

4

It is not the task of the government i.e. (traffic) police, to monitor TPAs.

5

Parking at TPAs by truck drivers while waiting for a new trip assignment is not a
major problem.

O

O

O

O

O

6

The driver has to pay for secure parking.

O

O

O

O

O

7

The optimal TPA is a combination of free (without tariff) parking slots with basic
facilities and a section with closed dedicated slots with additional facilities and a
special parking tariff.

O

O

O

O

O

8

The provision of a sufficient number of free parking slots is a task for the
government and not for a private company.

O

O

O

O

O

9

The provision of a sufficient number of “Suitable Parking Areas” is a task for a
private company.

O

O

O

O

O

10

A TPA should financially be self-supporting, that is with a positive balance
between costs and revenues. The revenues are tariffs paid by TPA-users (truck
drivers).

O

O

O

O

O

Like an ISO-standard, the security and service level should be monitored
regularly by a third party.

O

O

O

O

O

11

Others: (please feel free to add propositions)
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Remarks:
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